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Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
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one week, (1.00; 60 cents per week after.
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Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for (1.00 per
square for first’ insertion, and 60 oents per sqnare for each subs uenl
insertion.
Address all communications to
PnRTLANto PUBLISHING OO.

Mutual Insurance Co.

This Company will take risks at their office, New
Vork, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
policies to merchants, making risks binding as
Boon as water-borne.
Premiums

plaint, consumption, cold,

open

Corns*

on

January 1881, to 31st December,
1881.$4,039,487

10

1,687,634

47

$5,627,021

67

Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1881....

Total Marine Premiums.

SOHLOTTERBEOK’S

ASSETS,====

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is

not

a

$13,165,468.40.

canstlo.

It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in eaoh bottle.
tr-f- CURB IS a IT AH AKTHRn. JM
Price it& cents.
Par sale by all Druggist..
1 ry It and you will be oonvinced like thousands
who nave used it and now testify to its value.
A sk for Nchlotterbeck’s Corn and Wart
Sal Tent and take

na

Six Per Ceii Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid in and After Feb. 7,1882.
Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1881.

other.

nov23

40 PER CESTT.

sndtf

FOB THE CUBE OF ALL DISEASES
—

OF

THE

Losses

—

Paid in

Head, Throat and Lungs,
-»■

APPLY TO

1st

Marine Risks from

DR. MORSE, 135 Free Street,
PORTLAND, ME.
Immediate Relief is obtained

as

_dsntf

Ornamental glass for doors.
Broken lights matched.
C.H. FARLEY.
nov8eod6msn
4 Exchange Ml*

PORTLAND:

J. W.

The Rockland Robbery Case,
Rockland, Nov. 23.—Edward M. Knight, arrested last night by City Marshal Crockett, on a charge
of being connected with the robbery of A. F. Crockett & Co.’s store, was arraigned in the police Court
today and pleaded not guilty. Ho was found guilty
$300 for his appearance at the
December term of the Supremo Court, which meets
in this city. It is expected that further
developments will connect other parties with these robberies.
and bound over in

Death of a Prominent Citizen of Bangor.
Bangor, Nov. 23.—Hon. Wm. H. Brown, one of
our most prominent citizens
and physicians, and
Mayor of Bangor in 1879 and ’80, died this afternoon after a long illness caused
by the failure of
the digestive organs. He was born in this city June
14,1822, graduated at Bowdoin in 1842, and from
the Harvard Medical School in 1860. He was the
grandson of George W. Brown and Wm. Hammond,
who were among the oldest settlers of Bangor. He
was the only native of the city ever chosen
Mayor,
and his re-election in 1880 was nearly unanimous.
He was of ripe culture, of line abilities and was
highly esteemed in his prefession and by the community. He leaves a widow and two daughters,
the youngest being the wife of the popular
lecturer,
John L. Stoddard.

My

O. B. Sargent.

weight.

Feb. 4. 1882.
Has boon iu general use for over ten years and to
larger extent than all similar grades of C < ubinea.
Its reputation is world-wide, and it will not be
questioned that for Family use tils the safestOi is
well as bemg in all other respects superior to any oil
ever made for illuminating purposes. The essential
features of the Astral which have made its reputation— Absolute safety, Perfect Burning
Qualitios, nnd Freedom from Disagreeable Odor. Names of parties having the genuine
for sale furnished by us.
a

ENDOWMENT INSURANCE
-IN THE-

W. tV. WHIPPLE & CO.,
Wholesale and Retail Agents.
sep3sneod4m

PIANOS,

fi?F|

MARINE

Better than a Feur per cent.

have a fine assortment of
The Beet STANDARD INSTRUMENTS

Government Bond,*

Low prices a specialty.
Ware room. 7 Myrtle Street, op. Uity Hall
oc27
eodlysn

terest.

Better than the Savings Bank,

Co-partnership Notice.

which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make it. It is easier

nol3

dim*

REAL

For Sale

or

Lease.

House 0 Pine St. will be
a bargain or lease on
sold
favorable terms, Inquire
of A. M. SMITH, Portland
Pier.
oetl
dtf
House for Sale.
O. 55 Spruce street, containing 14 rooms, in
i.^1 good repair, as good as new, also stable. In a
IV

good, peaceful and aristocratic neighborhood. Inquire of JAS. S. BROOKS, cooperage, Richardson
noldiUiw*

Wharf,

j

to make money

DESIRABLE REAL ESTATE
UPON lASY TERMS'

ns

THE NORTHWESTERN

has paid over $3,300,
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving insurance these policies have returned the pre-

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (invested in the most productive and solid securities of the oountry) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.

THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY
cent, reserve is $3,022,612.

AMERICAN

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
The above Endowment
for sale at

1st. Because,as President Angell,of the
University of Michigan says: “In comparison with the great Cyclopaedias originating
in Great Britain, it contains a multitude of
subjects in the particular field of American
history, biography, law, geography, education, invention and social custom, cither
not dealt with at all by the former, er not
dealt with so fully and accurately.”
2nd. Because, as Rev. Dr. Bacon of
New Haven, says: “I find these volumes
not editorial opinions,but facts—not argu
contro-

commentary, but information.”
3rd. Because, as Hon. George Bancroft, the Historian, says; “Its scientific
articles hit the happy medium between too
little technicality and too much of it. The
best authorities of England an 1 tue continent of Europe, especially France and Germany, have manifestly been consulted withunceasing industry.”
4th. Because, as James Parton, the
versy nor

Historian, says: “It is the best work of the
kind in existence. The children who grow
up in a house where there is a copy of it
within reach can hardly escape becoming
well informed persons.”
5th. Because, as ttie late Bishop Janes
said, “It will be an authoritative text book
on all subjects—an epitome of all human

knowledge.”

olicies

EXCHANGE

ST.,

Portland, Maine.

V. 71 ©tt

Bcothby,

Portlap r\.
—A.ND—

LEWIS McLELLAN, Uorbam.

SPECIAL

CYCLOPAEDIA.
Ten Reasons why it has a Larger Sale
than Any Other

4 per

over a

SINCE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. 11 needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

88

Fessenden Street, Deei
property, containing 7
rooms, ample pantry, closets, Ac., good cellar, Sebago water, Ac. Lots f om 6,000 to 8,000 square
feet, situated on lino of horse cars, within eight
minutes ride from Market Sqare. Will he rented,
or sold very low and upon easy terms of payment
in annual, semi-annual, or quarterly installments.
For particulars inquire of Bolling A Adams, or F.
O. Bailey A Oe., 22 and 18 Jtosbange street. Portland.
©ct27dtf

jue23

AGENTS

T. T- IVIERilY,
State Agent.

YOU SHOULD

WHY

eodtf

INSURE

-IN TUB-

UNION MUTUAL

LIFE 'INSURANCE COMPANY
OF

PORTLAND, MAINE.

IS AN OLD COMPANY, having been established over thirty years.
IT HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC Bince its organization, paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for liberality by many
IT

years of lair dealing with its policy holders.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest insurance authorities and the most prominent business and professional men all over the country, and
for all these reasons is entitled to your consideration and respect.
IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, havin
no stockholders to take the lion’s share of the profits. Mutual companies never fail.
IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLICIES in force, and is therefore sure of a fair of average mortality, and cannot be seriously affected by

epidemics.

St

in

a

HOME

COMPANY.

INCONTESTABLE POLICIES l
Nov.

sued after

16J.681,

are

All policies isincontestible after

three years from the date of the policies for any
cause except fraud or misstatement of age.
ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can occur during its
continuance, and is so simple and clear that even a
child can understand it.
ITS MAINE LAW EXTENSION is the most just
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the
policy holder.ever devised.
Whenever
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend additions thereto, amount to the sum insured, the policy becomes payable at once as a matured endowment.

Oth. Because, as Rev, James Strong,
of
_JP. D., Editor of the “Cyclopaedia is Biblical
simple,
Literature,” says: “The style
transparent, and chaste, and the information is all of the most practical character.”
7th. Because, as George William Cur“The
tis, Editor ef Harper’s Weekly, says:
American Cyclopaedia is

unquestionably

the best manual of general reference for an
American.”
Sth. Because, as Rev. Dr. Porter, of
Union College, says: “It is without a peer
for the wants of the American scholar.”

9tb. Because, as Rev. Dr. Tuttle President of Wabash College says: “There are
three purchases, if isked, 1 would advise
every American fat ,!y to make; an English
Bible, a good newspaper, and The American

it.

shown by comparison of results.

four new Houses on
Land Company’s

ments but established results—not

save

Better than Tontine Policies in other Companies

THEing

THE

than to

Results Accomplished.

ESTATE.

Cyclopaedia.”

Prof. Kingsley, of Yale
10th.Because,
College, a few weeks since, in reply to a letter from a clergyman of Wisconsin, who
asked advice as to which Cyclopaedia would
be of most use to him, said: "If you want
all
an every day working Cyclopaedia” by
Appleton’s American.
means

MW&F&wlm

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.
OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay orjr death
claims promptly upon their approval by the loss
committee, without waiting the customary ninety
days—and without rebate of interest!
President.
OHZV E. DEWITT,
DANIEL SHARP, Vice President.
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
NICHOLAS DeGROOT, Assistant Secretary,
THOMAS A.

FOSTER,

Medical Director.

ANTI-DYSPEPTIC
“Public Ledger,’’
delphia, Oct. 7, ’89.

Extract from

is excellent for
purposes. There’s something
in a name, but probably nothing of the “olive” in
the bntter except ijs color; but, besides being assured by chemists that this is a perfectly pure vegotable oil, all house-keepers who have tried it will
agree that it is extremely economical, and makes a
Here was formerly
very delicate frying material.
the situation in the kitchen over the trying pan:
You could take lard, which was not cheap, and
‘.‘used op” very fast; you had butter, which, besides
being oxpensive, required a skilful cook to keep it
from burning; or you could use salad oil, which,
thoueh costing alarmingly to begin with, required
so little to do the work that the cooking school
would tell you it was like the widow’s cruse it did
r>Af .oam t-n Iaoo parAApHWr;
ffylngf -fifty nyn—
tors the bottle was nearly as full as before.
But
very few American housekeepers could be brought,
its
first
to
by
expensiveness,
try using sweet oil
which is the frying material of all south Europe.
We leave out of the list “clarified fat,” or dripping,
because there is seldom enough of this to do the entire cooking with, even with a conscientious person
in the kitchen who understands how to save and use
it all. as it shonld always be insisted on.
The two
best-known vegetable oils that this country produces are cotton seed oil and peanut oil. both of
which are understood to have been for years
exported to Europe, coming back to us in
wicker-covered flasks as Italian olive oil. Real olve oil from California is to small a product as yet
to count much in the borne market. The manufacturers of the new olive butter—which is not butter at all, but a clear greenish sil—have agreed to
give us a home product, warranted pure, without
4tie ocean voyage; though, to conciliate our ridiculous American prejudices, do not label it cotton
seed or peanut oil, the formei of which it probably
is. Anybody whe tries it, will agree that it cooks
as well as salad oil; and as all
oils heat at
lower temperature than the solid animal fats, it
does not burn away or waste as rapidly as lard. It
comes in convenient cans, with a mouthpiece, like
the kerosene oil can, so that you can pour off just
the desired quantity for use, and, after cooking,
this can be carefully strained and returned to the
can, except it has been used for fish, when it must
be put in a separate bottle and kept apart for this
It has a slightly pungent smell when cooking
use.
which is said to be entirely removed by the use of a
pinch of salt, but which is no wors e than other frying through the house. The egg lanis,. oysters,
ciam or eorn fritters that are turne d out of olive
batter by a good cook, have not a par tide of greasiness about them,nor any taste whatever of the medium in which they are fried.

frying

vegetable

OLIVE BUTTER
For Cooking Purposes is BETTER
THAN LARD, FUELVEQUAL TO
BUTTER, AND COSTS MUCH
LESS THAN EITHER.
ONE POUND of Olive Butler will
do the work of Three Pounds of
Lard.

Washington Butcher’s Sons,
PHILADELPHIA.
SALE BY ALL GROCERS.

oct28

codtm

MR. WM. WESTFALL,

Of DnchewCo.,N.J.80 Years of Age,Suffered Continually for many Years
from Stone in the Bladder.

Great age and painful disease are a sad combinaYet Mr. Wiliam Wesfall, formerly of Rock
tion
City Duchess Co., N. Y., now of Washington Hollow
in thejsame county, came to the office ef Dr. David
Kennedy, the eminent Physician and Surgeon of
Ron lout, N. Y., some time since, in a codition to
excite the sympathy of the most cold-blooded and
hard-hearted person in the world. We say he came
he came—he was, rather, carried to Ihe Doctor’s
office for he was totally helpless, and bore the
weight of 80 years besides, He had suffered long
from Retention of Urine, and had all the symptoms
of an aggravated case of calculuB formations in the
bladder. The usual instrumental examinations
revealed the presence in the bladder of a urinary
calculus of uncommon size. Dr. Kennedy frankly
told Mr. Westfall that, owing to his age aud debili.
ty, an opertion was out of the question, hut that he
could, by the prescription of ‘‘Kennedy’s Favorite
Remedy,” together with local treatment, make
him comforttable and leave him to live out all his
days. The outcome of this was,that the patient,enjoys good health to this day.
The Beusonti Why
Dr. Kennedy’s “Favorite Remedy” is being
used
by our people are as follows: It is
extensively
it is pleasa combination of vegetable alteratives,
the
ant to
taste, adapted to both eexes and all ages,
is sifective in affording immediate relief in all cases
of Kidney troubles. Liver Complaints, Constipation
of the Bowels and derangements peculiar to women.
At the same time purities the blood; thus giving
tone and strength to the system debilitated by di‘‘Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy”
sease or age.
for sale by all druggists. nov24dFM&WAwim48

The Great Healing Remedy.

as

get

TO

OUR

APPLETON S
PATRONS WHO OWN

CYCLOPAEDIA.

If any one desires to exchange his copy oi
the Encycloso withoul
do
can
paedia Britannica, they
loss by calling upon or addressing J.

the American

Cyclopaedia for

Miller, 80 Exchange street, Portland.
nor21

is hereby given, that the [Joint Standing

street®, who
an order ot the City Council, passwere
ed November 6,1882. to consider the expediency of
street, 1between
altering the easterly line of State
the record
Deering and Portland streets, so that
on said
laying

out

new

shall conform to the line of erections
will meet at the junction of State

and

street,
Deering

WEDNESDAY, the 29th Inst, at three
o’clock in the afternoon,"to hear all parties interested, and then and there determine and adjudge
whether public convenience and necessity require
that the fine of said street shall be so altered, and
if they shall so adjudge, will then and there alter
the line of said streetaud tlx the damages a® required
by law.
CHARLES F. LIBBY,
ALBION LITTLE.
ROBERT M. GOULD/
DAVID B. BICKER,
WILLIAM T. MURRAY,
AUGUSTINE D. SMITH,
Committee on Laying Out New Street®#
streets,

WF&M&wly

on

noifldlw

to Narragansett Bay, R. I.
will be
changed and hereafter “two” blows will be given in
quick succession at Intervals of twenty seconds
during thick and foggy weather.
entrance

The Best
in

Framing

quality, workmanship and

On Trial for Wilful Homicide.
Nobth Adams, Nov. 23.—The trial of Engineer
Watson for wilful homicide in cansing the death of
seven men in the recent railroad
casaulty in the
No. Adams yard, oDened in the District court
to-day.
After the commonwealth presented Its evidence the
defence rested and the judge sent the case to the
grand jury. In default of *6000 bail, Watson was
returned to

jail.

An Indignation Meeting at
Gloucester,
Gloucesteb, Nov. 23.—An indignation meeting
of those opposed to the fish monopolies was held at
City Hall to-night. Resolutions were adopted set-

ting forth that an important or Isis had arisen in the
principal industry of Gloucester, necessiting prompt
action for its protection. That the New England
fish company is as dangerous a monopoly as was the
Boston fish exchange, in having the control of the

halibut trade and proposing that a committee of
twelve oe appomcca to dr, i.o. means or relief. An
address was made
Charles H.
after

by

wbieh the committee of
the meeting dissolved.

twelve

Litchman,
appointed and

was

is

done at my store,

H. 0. HEWES, 593 Congress St
«*10

«*

at

thb

Capitol Thursday evening

next
visit

to Knights Templar who are expected to
Vt ssjiington to participate in the Garfield fair ceremonies. Private Secretary Phillips promised to lay
the matter before the President this evening..
School for Indian Girls.
Attorney General Brewster has received a letter
frem the hoard of managers of the Lincoln Institution at Philadelphia offering to change the institution into a training school for Indian girls.
They
propose to utilize their establishment to give their
services voluntarily for the
They request
purpose.
the Attorney General to call the attention ot the
Secretary of the Interior to the matter, with a view
to obtaining an appropriation from the government
of $176 per annum for each child, provided they
be no less than
fifty in number. The Lincoln Institution was established in I860, for the care, maintenance and education of soldiers’ orphans.
Melville’s Examination.
In the Jeannette Inquiry Engineer Melville was
“Did
asked,
you believe when you went for the log
book and records left by DeLong, that the people of
the first cutter were dead or alive?’’ and he replied
“I was morally certain at that time they were all
Common sense and my own
dead.
judgment
taught me that before I started. Ninderman and
Noros told see it would be useless to lock for the
first cutter’s party before spring as beyond a possibility of doubt they were long since all dead.”
Dr. Loring's Report.
Hon. George B. Loring, Commissioner of Agriculture, has submitted his annual report to the
President. Several divisions of his department are
shown te be in excellent condition. The statistical
division estimates the following as the yield of
1882: Corn, 1,836,000,000 bushels; wheat, 410,000,000 bushels; oats, 470,000,000 bushels; barley, 46,000,000 bushels; rye, 20,000,000 bushels;
buckwheat, 12,000,000 bushels.

Gone to Italy.
Berlin, Nov. 23.—M. de Qiers left here yesterday fer Italy.
The Austrian Reichsrath.
Vienna Noy, 23.—The Emperor of Austria has
summoned the Reichsrath to meet on Dec. 5th.
Death of a Journalist.
Paris, Nor. 23.—M. Clement Curaquel, Frenoh

journalist,

Is dead.

The German Budget.

Berlin, Nov. 23.—The debate on the Budget was
commenced in the Diet yesterday. Herr Richter,
the most distinguished opponent of the
budget, was
absent on account of illness. The clerical leader
Herr SenorleLn.tr, invited the conservatives to
go
hamd in hand with the lnltrauiontanes on all questions.
Ambassador Recalled.
Rohe, Nov. 23.—M. Dosprez, French ambassador
at the Vatican, w 11 present his letter of recall to
the Pope on Thursday.
Honoring the Duke.
London, Nov. 23.—The Times Berlin despatch
says in recognition of his services in Egvpt, the
Emperor of Germany lias presented the Duke of
Connaught with the order of Frederick the Great.
This has a politioal significance which the advocates
of a closer union between England and Germany
will heartily hail.
Northcote Very Anxious.
Sir Stafford Northcote, in a letter to the Exeter
Conservative Association, says:-I am not seriously
ill at
present, but unless X get some real, entire rest
I shall be quite unfit for work at the next session of
Parliament, which 1 anticipate will be a very criitieal one for the Conservatives. If
they work with
energy and prudence I have no fear as to the result,
The Irish Land Rent Bill.
Iu the Commons this afternoon Mr. Gladstone, in
reply to questions by Messrs. Bartlett and Parnell,

that the arrears ef rent ar t find proved a
failure. The full benefits of its provisions, lie said
had not yet been ascertained. The Government did
not intend to introduce a bill to extend the period
for the payment of the rent of 1881. He desired
the decision of the Guvernment to be universally
fUniyd

known.
In consequence of Mr. Gladstone’s
answer, Mr.

Parnell, who was supported by over 100 members
moved an adjournment of the House, He contin-

ued that iu consequence of the provision introduced
into the arrears of rent act as a concession to the
landlord interest, it was rendered ambiguous and
that it was impossible for any tenant to know how
much rent he had to pay in order to secure its ad-

vantages.

After a desultory rdiscussion, sustained
by the
Irish members Mr. Trevelyan, Chief
Secretary for
Ireland, said thare was still a period of five weeks
for the tenants to take advantage of the act. The
land commission had prophesied that the bulk of
the applications would come in the last moment.
The arrears of rent act was the greatest benefit Parliament ever extended to an unfortunate class of
people. The Government intended to conduct the
system of relief with Buch efficiency that it would
give the most positive assurance to the people that
tht y would not starve.
After further disaussiou Mr. Parnell withdrew his
motion for adjournment. He said the Government
were fully warned of the state of
things that might
supervene in Ireland through distress during the

winter.

Newajfrom China.
Hono Kono, Oct. 28.—The death of
wife of the United States minister to

pected.

Chinese troops

Mrs. Young,

China,

is

ex-

withdrawn from Corea.
Hostilities to missionaries is reviving in China
and several personal attacks are reported but no
loss of life.
Hostilities

are

to be

between the Chinese and French in

The Thunderer

rest for tbe execution of judgment in the case of
v». de Rochemont, commenced in
1849,
was beard before two justices in tbo United States
oourt room here to-day.
The eomplieation wberein the case origiuatea date ba«k to 1828.

Pickering

Boarding: House Bobbed.
Concord, N. H., Nov. 23.—Mrs. Parkburst'a
in this city was robbed of about
$200 worth of property by a stranger who took a
room there and who left last night.
He is supposed
to be 6ame man who has operated in Nashua.

boarding house

Portsmouth, Not. 23.—Lieut. Israel H. Washburn, United States marine corpH, has been ordered

the barracks here to U. S. steamer |Powhatan.
Quite a BUI.
The total cost of preparing and housing the U. S.
steamer Plymouth, accomplished at this navy yard
today, is estimated at $60,000.
Application Granted.
The application of Frederick W. de Rochemont
for a discharge from arrest on an execution was
heard before two justices in the court room here
from

was

camp on its left.

Tonquinare threatened.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

today and

line, in rear of a double row of large trees,
facing tbe infantry line, haring the artillery

on

Weed.

The Times says the death of Mr. Weed will no t
leave any visible gap in political life in America, but
his name has been familiar to three generations of
politicians, and as a political manager he will undoubtedly be missed.

Ocean Mystery.
Thejcaptain
[steamer which has arrived at
Sunderland reports that off the coast of Norfolk
his xessel passed a large raft, to which three or four
corpses were lashed.
The Vote at Cambridge.
The polling for a member of the Commons for
Cambridge University, which will continue live
days, opened to-day. At the close of the day’s pollingfH. c. Raikes, Conservative, had received 527
votes and Professor Stuart, Liberal, 438.
Trial Postponed.
Cairo, Nov. 23.—The trial of Arabl Pasha has
again been postponed, and a very uneasy feeling is
An
of

a

beginning to prevail.

To Come to America.
Dublin, Nov. 23.—The United Ireland says that
Mr. DUllon will go to America shortly to make a
lengthened sojourn with his brother in Colorado.
He insists upon resigning his seat in the Commens
before his departure.
Death on the Rail.

granted.

Hastings, Minn., Nov. 23.—The passenger train
on the Still Water Branch of the Chicago, Milwau-

THE FIRE RECORD.
At Providence, B. I.
PROVIDWWnw. NTrtv 9.3—^A-flr© In Owift & Pealw>«
store, at East Providence, tkis morning caused
a loss of $2000.
The building; owned by T. H. Ray
and other occupants, was damaged $620 worth.
The loss is covered by insurance.

snoo

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Grand Rapids, Nov. 23.—Kent’s furniture factory was burned yesterday. Loss $24,000. A. B.
Long’s saw mill waa also burned. Loss $35,000.
At Fletcher. Vt.
St. Albans, Not. 23.—E. M. Strait’s store at

kee & St. Paul Railroad was wrecked at St. Croix
Junction to-day. The accident was caused by a defective rail. Ibe engine went down the embank
ment and the cars narrowly escaped a similar fate.
The engineer was instantly killed and the fireman
■*r«* mw.ty iuiurefi.

CIVIL SERVICE REFORM.

At

NEW YORK.
On Trial.
New Yobk, Not. 2S.-George Melius, the
Spuyten Duyvel brakemen, is on trial charged with manslaughter. Conductor Hanford will be tried,-

Death of a Broker.
Wm. B. Meeker, a well known Now York broker,
died this merning aged 60.
•
The Malley Conspiracy Case.
Edward Hanley, Wm. Pratt and John Gonrivan
are now being tried in New York on
charge of conspiracy preferred by Walter E. Malley of Jennie
Cramer

notoriety.

Accident on Ship Board.
Edmund Cook, mate of schooner Robert Jorfry,
was killed, and T. Chapman and John
Dowls,
sailors, seriously injured yesterday by the falling of
a

Fletcher,

was burned early this
morning with its
entire contents. Loss on building and stock $4200;
insured for $2700.

At PhUadelphla.
Philadelphia, Not. 23.—Mills used for
facturing purposes were burned tonight.

$160,000.

manu-

Loss

At New Haven.
New Haven, Not. 23.—A large wooden building
Grand sf„ occupied by a number of manufacturing firms was burned to-night. The total loss was
on

about

Libel Suit Against Dr. Fulton.
Rev. Thomas B! Conway has begun a suit against
Justin D. Fulton for *40,000 damages for libel,and
also to recover *400 salary.

$18,000.

•At Morris, Minn.
St. Paul, Not, 28.—A fire that destroyed propertyto the value of $150,000 is reported at Morris,
this state today.

LABOR TROUBLES.

spar.

Wont Be Paid.
A Washington special states that the
expenses of the Tariff Commission are

junketing
so extraordinary.that the Treasuary Department decline to
pay them until authorized by the act of Congress.
Funeral of Thurlow Weed.
The funeral of Thurlow Weed will be to-morrow
morning from the First Presbyterian church. After
the services, whieh will be conducted by Drs. Hall
and Booth, the remains will be taken to Albany. At
B o’clock Saturday at the residenco of Mrs.
Emily
Weed Barnes in
the remains will lie instate
to enable all to have a last leok.
The pal, bearers

Albany

selected are Geu. names Watson Webb. ExGevernors Fisk andMorgan, F. W. Seward, Charles
O’Connor, John H. Van Antwerp, Alfred Van
Sandford, John McKeon, Isaac Boland and Gen.
James Bowen.

SPORTING.

Champion Wrestling Match.
New Yobk,Nov.23.—The international wrestling
match for $2000 and the championship of the
world recently arranged between Clarence Whistter
of Kansas ana Joe Actor of Philadelphia, formerly
of England, will be decided at Madison Square
jarden Dec. 18th.

An Important Circular.
Chicago, Nov. 23.—A number of the Chicago
banks received a circular yesterday from the First
National Bank of Denyer, Col., saying: “Frequent
wholesale robberies of the United States mail between here and New York city compel us to issue
this circular. Commencing in De ember, 1881, and
continuing up to the present time we ha> e lost on
an average an entire mail each month for New
York and New England. Some months they take
two, as in October, when tbe thieveu stole entire
those of the 2d and 31st. If remittance due from
us for collection or other matters fail to reaeh you

on time okose Plv’se us promptly and dmplicate
drafts wnl be foi warded at once. We have repeatedly informed the postal authorities of these wholesale robberies, hut they continue.” Correspondents
of the bank here say that none of their remittances
to Denver have been tampered with.
i_

Decision by tbe Supreme Court
ginia.

of

Vir-

Richmond, Va., Nov. 23.-The Supreme C ourt of
Appeals of Virginia, all members concurring, today
decided that the act of the Legislature passed at
the lrst session, in the matter of the state debt
known as "coupon killer” dees not include the
coupon of the act of 1879, known as the McOullc ;h bill. Under this decision these coupons arc
A subsequent bill
receivable for the state taxes.
passed by th- same Legislature, known as "coupon
siller No. 2," however, virtually kills the above decision, as it provides that on and after December
1st, 1882, all state revenues shall be collected in
gold, silver, U. S. treasury notes and national bank
notes, and in nothing else.
A Professor In Trouble.

Cincinnati, Nov. 23.—The Gazette’s special
says that Psof. Frothingham, in the medical department of the Michigan University at Arbor, Mich.,
has had a hearing before tbe Faculty on charges
preferred by Mr. Morgan, that in his lecture he had
made sneering remarks against
Christianity aad
had said that all ministers were liars. A large number of witnesses were examined, most of whom denied that BDebh language had been used.
The verdict of the Faculty lias not yet been made known.

Remembering Mercy.
Monti-elieb, Vt., Nov. 23.—The Senate this afternoon passed in cononrreuce with the House the

bill to commute the death sentence of Almon L.
Meaker to imprisonment for life, by 17 to 13. The
bill only waits the signature of the Governor to
become a law, and there is no dobnt but that he

will sign it.

_

Chicaoo.Not. 23.—DickButh and Anna Roberts, the fifteen-year-old elopers from Mason City,
were captured yesterday at Miner.
They had walked 35 imiles, the boy disguising himself in one of

the girl’s tUewet

Reduction of Wages.
Scranton, Pa., Not. 23.—Notices

were posted
night at the steel mills stating that a general
reduction of wages would take place December ] st
There seems to be no disposition among the workmen to refuse to accede to that reduction, and no
trcuble is anticipated.
The Strike of the Coal Men a Failure,

last

Pittsburg, Not. 23.—From indications today
the strike of the coal miners has proved a failure
and of the fifty-nine pits in this district, only 14
have been idle, and reports from the various parts
of the district this afternoon show that a majoritv
J
of these have resumed.
Strike [at Montreal.

Montreal, Not. 23.—A great strike is in progress among the boot and shoe makers of this city.
The Western Mall Robberies.
Denver, Not. 23.—That mails between Denver

and eastern cities

are

being systematically

and

«uc-

cessfu'ly robbed. there is no doubt the New York
and Eastern mail which left Denver, Dec. 20,1881
never reached their destination and since that time
losses are almost constantly being reported. The postal authorities have been so successful as to locate
the trouble east of the Missouri river but still robberies go on under the very eyes of the postal authorities. The real losses in valuables and currency can hardly be estimated, but the losses in drafts
bills of exchange and postal money orders will se*■

gregate

over

$o00,000.

The Labor Congress.
Cleveland, Nov. 23.—The Labor Congress this
foremoon adopted a resolution offered by Robert
Howard of Fall River, reprsenting the Mule Spinners' Union, condemning the Pacific Mills of Lawrence, Mass., and the Harmony Mills of Cohoes.for
forcing a lockout by a reduction of wages alleged to
be unnecessary and oppressive.
The legislative
committee were Instructed to urge the intorperation of trades unions.
Tenement house cigar making was denounced in a discussion. The convention
voted to meet in New York the third Tuesday in

neit

August.

A

Missing Broker.

Harrisburg, Pa., Nov. 23.—The whereabouts of

the missing stock and grain
broker, R. R. Sisk, is
still unknown. Since his
disappearance it has
transpired that he has victimized quite a number of
business men ef this city. This
mernlng they held
a meeting and decided to Institute
proceedings for
embezzlement, and if possible arrest the missing
man.
His embezzlements, it is claimed, will
amount to over $16,000.

Gould to Have a Lino of Steamers.

Galveston, Nov. 28.—A movement Is on foot to
on a line of cattle steamers from the
gulf ports
to the Eastern cities and Liverpool, to run in connection with the Gonld roads.

put

Getting Even with the Editors.,
Conn., Nov. 23.—Last week the
Valley Democrat contained an editorial reflecting
on the decision of
Judge A. P. Bradstreet in a
criminal case. Today the editors, Maloney and
were
indicted
for contempt ef court.
Longlirey,
There will be a hearing tomorrow.
w aterbury.

Young Fools.

TASTE,

ception

Ordered to Portsmouth.

The Pittsburg Oil Market.
Pittsbckg, Pa., Nov. 23.—There was great excitement at tbe Oil Exchange to-day, occasioned by
the wide and frequent fluctuati on of tbe market
under bearish reports aad a stringent money m arket
When the Exchange opened there was a weak feeling and first sales were made at *1.11. Next sales
were at a decline of
cents and a reaction then
took place, tbe market advancing to *1.14 closing
at noon steady, with sales at *1.13.
The market broke again and declined from *1.13
to 97 3-8, the lowest figure touched for several
weeks. There was a reaction toward the close and
a recovery to *1.04 3-8.
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report and did not arrive at the Treasnry Department until late in the afternoon.
Admitted to the Malls.
With the approval of the Postmaster General'
Superintendent Thompson of the railway mail service yesterday decided to admit to the mails as
fourth class matter, dried prunes, compressed
tongues, boned turkey and other canned meats put
up In soldered tin cans, not to weigh over four
pounds.
Our Indian Wards.
Indian Agent Wilcox, at San Carlos agency, Arizona, reports that the arrival there of Goneral
Crook had the effect of
quieting affairs there.
General Terry has sent a force of military to the
Grow agenoy to prevent a raid
by the Flathead
and Piegan tribes from across the border. The
Crows recently lost $20,000 worth of horses by
raiders.
What the President is Asked to Say.
The President has been requested to devote a
portion of his message to considering the question
of settling all international disputes by arbitration.
The matter was brought to his attention
by a committee representing the National Arbitration Society which has just closed its session in Washing-

An Ancient Case.
Portsmouth, Not. 23.—The applisation by
Frederick de Eoebemont fcr a discharge frcm ar-

Notice to Mariners.

FOR COOKING.

J. F. FERRIS.

oct27

NEWS,

Washington, Not. 23.—Notice

Which at’a premium pays about 8% per cent, in-

COPARTNERSHIP.

THE

mend Brown’s Iron BitIt has cured others
suffering as you are, and it
will cure you.

ters.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

E. B. ROBINSON & CO.,

Undersigned have this day formed a CoPartnership under the firm name of YORK &
WAITE, for tho purp.se of carrying on the Saii
Making business, at No. 4 Central Wharf.
Portland, Nov. 13th. 1882.
JOSEPH S. YORK. I
ALBERT H. WAITE. (

Leading physicians and
clergymen use and recom-

Mutual

ORGANS.

Secretary Folger’s Report.

Secretary Folger is engaged in the preparation of

his manual

of

A Total Loss.
Dims, Nov. 23.—The barn, hay, tools snd
farming utensils of Winslow Jones in Parkman,
were burned last night.
It is supposed the flro w as
incendiary. Loss $500; no insurance.

Logansport, Ind. Dec. x, x88o.
For a long time I have been a
sufferer from stomach and kidney
disease. My appetite was very
poor
and the very small amount I dia eat
disagreed with me. 1 was annoyed
very much from non-retention of
urine. I tried many remedies with
no success, until I used Brown’s
Iron Bitters. Since I used that my
stomach does not bother me any.
appetite is simply immense. My
kidney trouble is no more, and my
general health is such, that I feel
like a new man. After the use of
Brown's Iron Bitters for one month,
I have gained twenty pounds in

ST.

Declines to Talk.
Washington, Not. 23.—Commodore Shufeldt
declines to say anythin* about the Corean treaty
before the Senate passes upon it.
Tne Coming Vessel.
The naval advisory board expect to recommend
a vessel for the United States navy that will be
equal to any vessel afloat.

Reception of Knights Templar.
A committee representing the Knights Templar
the District of Columbia called at the White
House to-day to request the President to give a re-

MAINE.

PRICE

FOREIGM.

ton.

h^s

CORRESPONDENT.

Pratt's Astral Oil.

or snow

BY TEIEGRAPH.

Whatever the cause, don’t
neglect it. Something is
wrong and needs prompt
attention. No medicine
yet been discovered that
will so quickly and surely
such
cure
diseases
as
Brown’s Iron Bitters, and
it does this by commencing
at the foundation, and making the blood pure and rich.

Thirty Days

^EXCHANGE
MUNCER,

have fallen in the Lake region.
Northwesterly winds prevail in the Northwest and
Lake
region,and southwesterly in the Ohio
upper
valley, lower Lake regioo and Atlantic coast States.,
The temperature has risen in the Atlantic coast
and East Gulf States, and fallen in other districts.
Colder and fair weather is indicated Saturday in
the Middle and South Atlantic States, and colder
and clearing weather in New England.
eral rain

rheumatism,dyspepsia,overnervous debility, &c.

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
a. A. RAVEN, 3d Vioe Preeident.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary,

heretofore.

oct21

The storm last night, central in Northern Illinois
has moved slowly with great increase in energy to
the northwestward, and is now central over Lake
Hnren. The barometer is highest in Kansas. Gen-

work,

After Proof.

—

SPECIAL BULLETIN.

MARINE

ONLY.

TWENTY-FOUR

THE NEXT
HOURS.

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Not. 24, l A. M. )
For New Englana,
Cloudy weather, with light rain or snow, southerly
veering to westerly winds, stationary or lower temperature and pressure.

That’s a common expression and has a world of
meaning. How much suffering is summed up in it.
The singular thing about
it is, that pain in the back
is occasioned by so many
things. May be caused by
kidney disease, liver com-
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Resignation of Rev. L. W. Bacon,
Norwich, Conn., Nov. 23.—Rev. L. W. Bacon,
D. D., tonight resigned the pastorate of the Park
Congregation Chnrch. The resignation was accepted and will take effect at ones. He will remain in
the ministry and reside here for the present.
A

Uniform Law Desired.

Cincinnati, Nov. 23.—The committee on legislation appointed by the national convention of the
Mutual Benefit Association at the meeting in New
York in September last, has closed a three days’
session here.
Steps were taken for preparing a uniform law to be presented for adoption to the various

legislatures.

The War Will Go On.

Miluackee, Nov. 23.—The report in regard to
the railroad war stating that freight rates had been
advanced 20 per cent, is groundless and there are
no indications of a cessation of
hostilities,
The Stoddard Lectures.
There was a very good demand yesterday
morning atJStockbrldge’s for tickets to the
Stoddard course.
The first lecture will be
given on the 29th—Thanksgiving eve—and will
take for its subject “Notes from the Netherlands.” These lectures will be more profusely
and brilliantly illustrated than any Mr. Stod-

dard has ever given.

Meeting: of the JDeering: Association.

There was a-very good attendance last evenat the meeting of the Deering Civil Service Reform Association.
In the absence of the President, E. H. Elwell, Mr. Wm. E. Gonld was called to the

ing

I

The ground was very well adapted for the
camp of a small force, and notwithstanding
the heavy and almost constant rain of the
week, was in good condition and free from
surface water.
The State has a small store house to the left
sod rear of the
artillery camp.
There was no brigade guard, each regiment
having a police guard with quarters upon the
flanks of the infantry line.
All tents were extra
large wall tents, in excellent condition; each so numbered and lettered, as to be issued year after year to the
same regiment and
company; thereby rendering it possible to hold the proper persons accountable for any defacing or damage.
Six tents were allowed to each company, of
which one was for the use of the officers, and
five for the men.
The company streets and Intervals between
regiments were wide.
At the ends of the
company streets were
boards indicating the name and locality of
each company.
Water was drawn daily into
camp from
springs and stored in large casks near the cook
houses and at the guard tents.
The sanitary condition of the
camp had received attention.
The system for feeding the command was different from that of any other New England
state. In place of a money allowance, rations,
essentially the same as prescribed for the
United States army, were issued daily
Cooks
were either hired by or detailed from the
several companies.
By this method the cost to the State, of feeding the men, is about thirty cents per man per
day. Companies occasionly own mess furniture, which consisted of knives, forks, spoons,
tin plates and mugs.
Aside from the saving in money, the
troops
are taught to live as
they would be sompelled
to, if in actual service.
During onr stay in camp, the day being wet
and with frequent showers, the
ranges, (of
which there are several from 180 to 1000 yards
in length) were in constant use. The
proficiency^ of the command in rifle practice is extraordinary; something over seventy-five per
cent of the entire militia having qualified as
marksmen.
To bring about this most desirable state of
affairs, an inspector of rifle practice had been
appointed, who early in the season, visits each
company in its armory and personally instructs
members in position and aiming drill. So
much interest has been developed that the
company officers follow up these instructions
with much company practice, which is succeeded in camp by much earnest and
always
intelligent work at the ranges.
There seem to be no special or definite orders
issued for the direction of tbe inspector of rifle
practice; he rather seems to be able to give to
each company what in his opinion is most
needed; and the unnsual succbbs attained
would csem to be a gc od argument for the
adoption of the system here used.
The artillery are armed with brass Napoleons.
Horses and equipment were in excellent
condition, and the battery seemed to be in every respect the best I have yet seen.
The command was provided with the latest
pattern [safety notch) Springfield rifle.
Cartridge boxes were of the McKeever pattern and
very well adapted for the ammunition now
used. Equipments were of the U. S. army
pattern. No haversacks or canteens werein
tbe bands of the men.
Uniform in tbe infantry, consisted of light
blue trousers and dark blue coats, cut away;
three rows of buttons with buff facings; with
the regulation infantry helmet.
The artillery
were uniformed in dark blue frcik coats,
or
trimmings
facings scarlet; helmets of tbe
regulation pattern.

Owing to the unfavorable weather, the contemplated review and battalion drill was abandoned.
In the afterncm, notwithstanding
frequent showers, the infantry, by companies,

and the battery, were al lowed to drill in the
firings for two or three honrs. A very large
number of blank cartridges were used to excellent advantage. Men and officers teemed
to thoroughly enjoy the duty, and were reluctant to return to their quarters when the recall
sounded.
For a short time, it was difficult for
the officers, in the midst of a constant firing,
to keep their men in hand: but sc oh the men
became steady and gave an excellent exhibition of their proficiency in skirmish drill;
charging, rallying, and firings by company,
rank, platoon and file. The artillery and other horses scon became accustomed to the noise
and confusion, and behaved in the best possible manner.
It is believed that greater attention is paid
in Maine than in any other New fineland
State, to preparing the militia for active service; and the camp was remarkable: 1st, for
the method of feeding, and especially because
the method adopted was so satisfactory to the
men; 3d. for tho surprisingly large percentage
ft gualified marksmen; 3d, for the success of
its skirmish and firing drills; 4th, for its armament and equipment being so modern; and 5tb,
that so much could be accomplished with an
annual appropriation by the State of only S16,000.
To his Excellency the Governor and staff, to
Adjutant General Beal, to Major General
Chamberlain and staff, and to Colonel Brown
of the First Regiment we are greatly indebted
for kind attention and great assistance.

Respectfully submitted,

(Signed)

Edward G. Stevens,
Colonel and Assistant Inspector General, M.
V. M.

chair.

STATE NEWS.

The proceedings of the previous meeting
read and approved.
Rev. Parker Jaqnes, chairman of the committee appointed to fill the vacancies in the
list of officers reported the following names:
were

Evecntive Committee—Geo. W. Edmunds,
Calvin True, Parker Jaques.
Vice Presidents—Geo. Russell, Rufus Dunham, Geo. B. Lsavitt, Joseph H. Hutchinson,
N. K. Sawyer, Chas. B. Bailey.
It was voted that the report be accepted.
Mr. Gould, the President, then gave an account of an affair as related to him by a gergleman, which, in his opinion, well illustrated the dangers and inconvenience of appointing to important offices men unfitted to perform the duties of such

positions,

and

whose

only claim to such office was founded upon
partisan services. The case in point was as
follows:
The gentleman was called upon to administer the estate of » paymaster.
He consulted a
lot of inexperienced government clerks at
Washington, and was by them at first informed
that the accounts showed the paymaster to be
a defaulter in the sum of $20,000.
Later they
announced the deficiency to Is bat $6,CCD, and
as he was about to leave the city, tired out
awaiting their dilatory aetion, he was informed
that they had found it to be $1,700.
Some time after leaving Washington he eot
word that the officials had finally decided that
the government was indebted to the estate of
the paymaster in the amount of $17,CIO. How
will these political assestments of which we
have had sueh a disgraceful exhibition fctr the
past six months, look twenty years hence?
Will any man then be proud of his connection
with them? Mr. Blackstone gave an interesting
account of the Inception and history of the
Pendleton civil service reform bill and of the
Dawes bill. The bills are similar, their difference existing chiefly in the standard of examination. Mr. Pendleton was a strong Democrat, but in introducing his bills, he declared
himself a coadjutor not an opponent of Mr.
Dawes.
.w-ir.

.ojut tisiuuB

expresseu

ms

prexerenee

ior

the Pendleton bill, becanse its standard |would
be uniform.
Mr. Nehemiah Smart spoke briefly.
He
thought local political organizations should pay
their own bills.
Mr. Gould* commented favorably upon the
moral courage of Mr. Pendleton in advocating
his measure in the face of the united opposition
of his party. Mr. Blackstone said the bill has
tins result of careful study of English and other systems, and was well considered.
Rev. Parker Jaques was reminded by this
comparitively insignificant beginning of the
organization of an anti-slavery club of seven,
he one of them, years ago in Waldo.
An eminent lawyer in Belfast sneered at it then, but
he was afterwards defeated as a candidate for
Congress by a nominee of the despised party.
He gave several illustrations of the ill effects
of the present system, and thought our young
men might he qualified to serve their country
abroad by instruction in schools of diplomacy,
as they are nowtrained in |naval and
military
schools, and when(so qualified they should be
kept in their positions.
The President thought as there were gentlemen, unable to be present at the meeting, who
had carefully considered articles upon the bills
under discussionit would be well to defer,further consideration of them until they were
able to be present.
Mr. Blackstone announced as Secretary that
after adjournment any wishing to become
members of the association would have an opportunity to do so by signing the constitution
and by-laws and the payment of $1 each.
It was then voted to adjourn subject to the
calt of the executive committee.
Maine Militia.
Col. Stevens, Assistant Inspector General of
the Massachusetts Militia, and an old regular
army officer, has made the following report in
reference to his
inspection of the Maine
Militia:

CLinton. Mass., Sept. 25,1882.
Brigadier General Morris Schaff', Inspector
General M. V. M., Pittsfield:
General:—I have the honor to report that in
compliance with your verbal instructions, I

visited the camp of the Maine Volunteer militia at Augusta, Maine, on Friday, Sept. 22,
1882, injeompany with Col. Dalton, Inspector
of Ordnance, M. V. M.
The camp was located on the fair grounds,
situated on a small plain lying between the
State capitol and the Keunebec river. f
The force consisted of two regiments of infantry and one four gun battery of artillery.
The infantry were encamped in line essentially as is prescribed in tactics. The artillery on
the right flank advanced, at right angles to
the infantry line, on a slight knoll sloping
gradually to the rear. Headquarters of the
General Commandin
nd staff, in a single

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Lewiston Jmrnal says:—Timothy Donbought a ticket from this city to Portland
and return, in October. The ticket was good
for a few days only. This Wednesday morning he presented the ticket to the conductor on
the train from Portland to Lewiston. The
condnctor declined to receive it for the passage
and asked regular fare. Donovan refused to
pay. When the train arrived in Lewiston he
was arrested by officer Prentiss.
Donovan decided the easiest way to get out of the meshes
of the law was to pay his fare,‘and came down
with the cash.
ovan

SOMERSET COUNTY.

The Reporter says that Samuel Cousins, of
Athens, and his hired man, Morse, hearing a
noise in the barn one evening, went there and
found the large dor open, which bad been secured by a hasp on the inside. Cousins told
Morse to wait and be would get his revolver.
Cousins got bis revolver and returned to the
barn with a lantern. They found one horse
bridled and backed several feet from the stall
where he had been bitched. Morse said, “I’ll
go and shut the dear and if the rogue is in
here we’ll have him.” Immediately Cousins
beard a fall, and haviDg a light went toward
the door where he had heard the noise. He
found Morse had been knocked down by some
unseen hand.
Blood was flowing freely from
his nose. He had received the blow on the
bead aud check. When he came to consciousness, which was some thirty minutes, he said
the last he remembered was of nuttiug up his
hand to hasp the door. They think the villain
was in the barn and finding he was going to be
caught made bis escape by striking Morse and
fleeiDg through the open door.
WALDO COUNTY.

County Educational Association, combining a teachers’tinstitute,
will be held at the High school room in Belfast on Friday and Saturday, Dec. 1st and 2d,
under the charge of N, A. Lace, State SuperThe following is an
intendent of Schools.
outline of the programme so far as arranged:
Friday, 10 a. m., Introductory; 10 1-2, essay bj
Mr. Curtis, of Belfast, followed by discussion.
Afternoon, essays by J. W. Lang, of Brooks,
and Miss Starrett, of Belfast. Evening, lecture by Superintendent Lace. Saturday, essays
by J. R. Dunton, Mrs. E. A. Dickersen and H.
E. Frohoek, of Belfast. These and other subjects will be followed by discussion. The
meeting will close Saturday afternoon in time
for the train west. Half fare over the Belfast
branch railroad to those who attend the meeting, and it is expected all visiting teachers will
be entertained.
•
A meeting of the Waldo

FINANCIAL AND CGSflMERCiAL
Portland Dnilj Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND, NOV. 23.
Xbo lollowmg aro today > quotation* of Flour,
Grain, Provisions. Sc.
iflour.
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low grades..3 C0@4

ur&ifi.
car
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X Soring and
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Maine 8 00(3)10 00 I Mess.21 00(523 00
50
OapoOod.il 00@12
Hams.l4Vfc@15
R )Und Hogs....
Buicar.
(510
Granulated. 9Jyfcl Cov’cd Hams 16
($16Vi
Extra 0.
Laid.
8%1
Fruit
iTub.j* fc....l2J,/4(S|13
Muse A Uai8ins2 25@2 50 tierces,fb i>.l2 Va(512*y4
Londou Lavers2 50®2 05, Pail....
13Vk@14»4
OnduraVal.
Bieann.
11®12
j
Turkish Prunes. 7@7 Ms Pea.3 00@3 15
Mediums.3 75@3 00
German med 2 25(52 50
Oranfffi.
Yellow Eyes. .3 10(53 25
Palermo* ©>bx
00

..

..

..

c|

Better.
Valencia -poase800(&7 001 Creamery...34(535

Messina,^box.

Florida.4 25@5 251 Gilt EdgeVermont34535
"
Choice
25(527
Lemons.
Messina.3 00S3 50 Good. .22(523
Palermos.3 00(33 501 Store.18@20
Jamaica.8

Nuts.
Peanuts—

60@7 001

Wilmington.1 76<®2 25
Virginia....2 25@2 60

Tonnessoe.. 1
Oastana.p1 ib.

Walnuts

Filberts
Pecan

"
'•

80(®2 00
9@10c

13%y|l5o

Che

•§«•

Ne n
Vermont....
12Va@14
N Y Faotory.
12y2(514
Skims. 7Mi@ 8
Applet*.
Eating p* bbl..2 60(53 50
Cooking pbbl 2 00($2 75

12Va@14c Evaporated.l6@17
13

@17o

Dried Westeir....6£6^
do Eastern..., 6@6Va

3 (

ENTX—

PtlalM*.

bnsh:—
Early Rose,
Houlton...
76880
Maine Central.
70376
Grand Trunk.
66870
Proliflce. Eastern.In 70

Burbanks.&T0

Grand Trunk.§70
oacksons and White Brooks.
@66
The above prices art far car loti of Potatoes; maU
ots about 6c higher.
Fresh Beef market.
Corrected for the Press dally by Wheeler, Swift
Co., Commission Merchants In Chicago Preseed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 0%@8% Hinds.. 7 3 9%
Fore*. 6 @ 7% Rattles....t. 6 @ 7
Backs. 6 ® 8
Rounds. 7
@ 8
Hmops.8
@11 loins.8
@14
a

Uumn

i3l2

loins.g
Ur* in

market.
Port lard,

,,

Nov. 23.

The following quotations of Grain were rntolrtd
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by 8. H. Larminle

Sc

Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.

Chicago-Wheat--Corn-. Oats.
Time.
Dec.
Jan. Nov. Tear. May. Tear.
9.30..
93% 94V, 69% 61% 66% 36%
10.00. .
10.30..

11.00.
11.30..
12.00
12.30..

1.04..
Call-...

93%
93%
93%
93%
93%
93*/*
93%
93%

94%
94%
94%
94%
94%

69%
69%
69%
69%
69%

61%
61%
61%
61%
61%
94% 69
60%
94% 69% 61%
94% 69% 61%

66%
66%
66%
66 Vs
66%
66%
65%
56%

36%
36%
86%
36%
36%
36%
36%
86%

Foreign exports.
CARDENAS. Schr Grace Andrews—5209Miooks
beads, 3673 box shook?, 466 bbls potatoes.
BUENOS ATRES. Schr , Nahum Cbapin-614,-

and

614 ft lumber.

TARMOUTH, NS. Steamer Falmouth—200
sacks middlings, 17,110 lbs iron, 1300 ft lumber,
260 bbls flour, 126 do meal, 41 pcs drain pipe. 460
yds duck.
Uailroud

Keceipts.

Port lard.'Not. 22.
,,,
Miscellaneous merchandise received by the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, 36 cars.
Sleek market.

The following quotations of stocks

are

receive,

and corrected daily bv Woodbury A Moulton (mem
here of the Hot ton Stock Exchange), oorner of Middle and Exchange street*:
EEW YORK STOCKS.
Missouri Paciflo..100%
Wabash preferred* 54%
Union Paciilo.104%
Buf. Pit.AW.com! 17%
St.L. A Frisco 1st
Omaha common.. 44
Denver A R. G... 40%
Frisco preferred.. 53%
Western Union T. 80%
—

NewlTork Cent’1.126%
Omaha preferred. 102%
Lake Shore.111%
Erie. 36%
Nor. Pac.prefer’d 93%
com.... 44%
Pacific.Mail."36
Northwest'n com.133%
Northwest’n pref.l 63%
0. B. A Quincy...126%
St. Paul common. 102%
St. Josenn pret.
llinois Central .144%
—

0. A M. 33%
Mo. K. ATexa*.. 31%
Nor. A West’n prf 62
Louis A Nash. bO%
Rich. A Dan. 67
Cen. Pacitte. 86%
Texas Paciilo. 38
St. Paul prof.120
bostoh stocks.
Boston Land.....
6
Water Power.
2%
Flint A Pere Mar-

quette

oommon.

Hartford A Erie 7s
A. T. A 8. F.
BoetonA Maine..
Flint A Pere Mar-

■—

44%

88%
—

qnette prelerred 97
Ft. Smith. 44%

L. R. A

Marquette,Hough-

ton
Out...
Summit Branch..
Mexican Cent’l 7s

62
8

66%

New York Sleek and money market.

(By Telegraph.) iCBN’vais

New Tork, Nov. 23.—Money on call fluctuated
between 7(320, closing offered at 8; prime mercantile paper 6@8. Exchange steady at 4.79% for
long
and 4.83% for short. Governments are % lower
for 4%s. State bonds Inactive. Railroad bonds are
irregular on moderate volume of business.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 660.000 t hares.
The following are to-day's closing quotations at
government securities:
United States bonds 3s.101%

United.States bonds 6s, ex.101%
United States bonds

4% s, reg.111%
4%s, ooup.118%
States bonds 4s, reg .118
4s, coup.119
Pacifl 6s. '95.
129
United

The following are the closing quotations of stock
Chicago Sc Al’on..
Chicago Sc Alton pref.
Chicago, Bar. Sc Quincy.124%
_

Erie. 25%
Erie pref. 80%
[llinois Central .143%
Lake Shore.111%
Michigan Central. 94%
New Jersey Central. 66%

Northwestern.•.133
pie'...163

New Tork Central.126%
Bock Island.126%
Union Paciflo stock.100%
St. Paul pref.
119
Milwaukee A St Paul.106%
Western Union Tel. 80%
California

mining si locks.
(By Telegraph.)
FrasoSOO. Not. 23 —The following are Be
closing quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Best A’Belcbei
4%
Belie. 3%
Eureka.
11%
Gould A Curry.
2%
Hale A Norcroes.
1%
Mexicrn. 4%
NortbernJBclle.
10%
Ophtr. 2%
Bar

Savage

1

Union Con.
Tellow Jacket.

4%
6%
1%

Sierra Nevada...

Chicago Lire Aleck .Tlarkei.
(By Telegraph.)
Chicago. Nov. 23.—hogs—Receipts 49,000 head:
shipments 6000 head; steadier; mixed 6 7026 26;
heavy at 6 15@6 66; light at 5 75®6 30: ekips at
3 60@6 60.
|
Cattle—Receipts 6,600; shipments 3,600 head;
generally steady ;good to choice shipping 6 26(gtt 00.
Domestic Harken.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, Nov. 23.—Flour market—Receipts
20,666 bbls; exports 3202 bbls; steady prices with-

out marked change and rather more
doing forexport? fair local trade demand; sales 24,800 bbls.
Quotations of flour—No 2 at 2 16@3 50;Superflno
Western and State at 3 20@3 76: common to good
extra Western and State 3 75@* 36; good to choice
do at 4 40(27 00: common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25&7 00; fancy do at 7 10®
7 26; common to good extra Ohio at 3 80®6 76:
common to choice extra St Louis at 3 8U27 00:
Patent Minnesota extra good to prime 6 60@7 00;
choice to double extra do at 7 10@7 40; City Mills
at 5 25@5 40; 140U bbls No 2 at 2 15(23 60; 900
bbls Superfine at 3 20(23 75; 1200 bbls low extra at
3 75/3}4 26; 54(M> bbls Winter Wheat extra at 3 80
@7 00; 12,800 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 76@7 60;
Southern dour is weak; common to fair at 4 64
@6 26; pood to choice at 6 30@6 75. Wheat-receipts 195,600 bush;exports 48,482 bush; eash lots
%@l%c and options l@l%c higher; speculation
more astive with moderate
export business, closing
very firm and shade under highest rates; sales 2,069,000 bush, including 301,uOO oa the spot; No 8
Red 1 04@1 06%: No 2 at 1 C8%@1 09 o rt, and
1 09%'^1 10% delivered: No 1 at 1 14(21 15%;
No 2 White fat 98@99c; No 1 White, 600 bush at
1 08. Rye is weak; Canada 72@73c.
Barley is
declining. Cara feverish and excited; cash and
November 6@10c higher, closing with advance partly lost; later options opened %r$l%e better, afterwards lost advance, closing heavy and lower; receipts 108,799 bosh: exports 24,298 bush; sales 2,981 000 bush, including 64,000 bush on spot; No 3
at 88g84c.No 2 at 1 t»4@l 06 in elev;l 10@110%
rumorc I delivered: 91@94c for No 2 delivered If
guaranteed taken from market; Yellow 1 06: old
White 86c; No 2 for November 1 01gl 10, cloeing
at 1 02; December 83<§86c, closing 84Vse; year 88
@86e, closing 84%c; new do closed at 76c; January closed 67%c: February at 65%c. Oats a shade
hig&er and moderately active;receipts 30,360 bush;
exports-bush;sales 466,000 bush;No 3 at 42%;
White at 43%@43%c; No 2 at 43@44%c; White
al J 16^46% c; No 1 at 43c ; White at 51%c; Mixed
Western at 39g@43c; white 44g49c; White State
at 47@50%o. Augur nominally unohanged; refining at 7 6-16(27 7-i6; refined steady;Yeliow C 6 lfi
10a7%o; standard A 8%@8%o; Confec. A 18%;
cut loaf at 9%@9%;crushed at 9% « 9%e; powder*
eu 9 3-16@9%e; granulated 9c. mola**** steadv.
Petroleum lower; united at 1 11%; crude in bbls
at 7% (238Vs: refined at 7%. Tallow lower; sales
50.000lb9. 7% (0,7Va, closed at 7%c. Pork theld
firm; old and new mess spot quoted at 21 00 and
20 00 respectively: options wholly nominal. Lard
unsettled and feverish; cash and new decidedly
higher; later options opened 7% higher, aftrewards
lost advance, closfug shade easier; soles 38 en spot
at 11 90, closing 12 55; 125 city steam at 11 26;
refined on spot 12 30. Butter firm; State 2C@37c.
Cbeese very firm; State 8@13/'
steam 6%d.
Freights to Liverpool firm; Wheat
Chicago, Nov. 23.—Flour is unchanged. Wheat
shade higher; regular at 93%rS93%c for November; 93%&93%o for December: 93%@93%c all
year;948/s(ci>94%c January; No 2 Chicago Spring at
93%c; options same as regular; No 3 at 79%c; rejected 60a63c:No 2 Red Winter at 95%g96© cash
and for November; 96c December; 94%@96o year;
No 3 at 91c; rejected at 81%c. Com un. ettled at
70%c for cash; 69%c for November; 0C%(260%c
December and year; 54%@54%c for January; rejected at 60e. Oats firmer at 36c cash; 36%o for
November; 36%c for December and year: 84%c
January: rejected 32 %c. Rye firmer at 68c. Barley is dull at 81@82o. Pork generally higher 17 36
(217 40 cash: 17 36 for November; 17 07 %(217 10
December, year and January; 17 20@@17 22% for
for February. I^ard generallfi higher at 11 00 bid
60 for Decash; 11 10 for November; 10 67
cember, year and January; 10 62%(®10 65 February. Bulk Meats in fair demand; shoulders at 6% ;
short rib at 9 60; short clear 9 80.
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat was easier but not lower. Corn firmer 69%c
for Novemt3r;61%c December; 61%(26l%c year;
64%c January, oats firmer but not higher. Pork
irraghlar at 17 25 for November; 1/ 00 bid for
December;17 05 for year; 17 10 for January;17 20
@17.22Va for February. Lard irregular at 11 16(<§
li 26 cash; 11 16 bid November: 10 60 December
and year; 10 57%(qDO 60 January; 10 60 Feb.
Receipts-Flour 17,000 bbls, wheat 95,00a bush,
com 142,000 hush, oats 76,000 bush, rye 7,000
bush, barley 35,000 bush.

VaJ^lO

Shipments—Flour 37,000 bbls, 36,000 bush, corn
17 8,OuO bush, oats 66,000 bush, rye 4,100,bush,
barley 19,000 bush.
St. Louis,Nov. 23.—Flour nnehanged;triple extra

00(23 00; family 4 00@4 10; choice 4 4U@4 60:
70(25 10. Wheat very slew; No 2 Red Fall
at 94294%c cash; 94%c for December: 94c bid
year; 9«%ir*9tfvac for January; 97%c February;
No 3 at 88'ac. Corn—cash higher; options a shade
off, except for November, whioh Is being squeezed;
68%@70c cash; 68%c for November; 54%a64%
year: 49%c for January; 49% bid for Februtry,
Provisions dull; nothing but small job trade at Irregular prices.
Receipts—Flour 7,000 bbls, wheat 64,000 bush,
corn 67,000 bush, oats 0,000 bush, rye 0,000 bush,
barley 00,000 bush.
2

fancy"4

Shipments—Flour 13,000 bbls, wheat 34,000 bu,
22,000 bush oats 00,000 bush,rye 0,000 bush,

corn

barley 00,000 bush.

Detroit Nov. 23 —Wheat firm; No 1 White fall
cash, November, December, year and January at
1 0u% bid; February
01%; No 2 Red Winter at
99%c; No 2 White fall 96c.
Receipts 23,000 bush; shipments 14,000 bush,
Mew Orleans, Nov. 23.—Cotton steady.Middling
uplands 10c.
Nobile, Nov. 23.—Cotton quiet; Middling up
lands 9% c.
*
Savannah Nov. 23.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands 10c.
Memphis, Nov. 23.—Cotton steady; Middling uplands 9%c.

European

Harken.

Teiegrapu.
1JSV4.
London, Nov. 23.—U. S.
Liverpool, Nov. 23 -) J.30 P. M-Cotton market
—moderate inauiry end freely supplied; Upland, at
6V4d; Orleans tJS'sd; sales 12,000 Dales; spMUlatlon
and export 2,000 bales; futures steady.
Bv

friends
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FINANCAL

Presently they started towards ns at
tolerably rapid pace and when they got within 50 yards of us they advanced at a gallop
“Surrender!
with drawn sabres, shouting:
•surrender!” General Heath exclaimed: “It’s
the enemy’s cavalry!” When opposite they
rushed over our little group, using their sabres
and tiring their pistols (mortally wounding
General Pettigrew) and dashed among the infantry, 1,800 strong, shouting at the top of
their voices: “Surrender! surrender!”
At first the confusion was great, our officers
calling upon their men to form and use the bayit.

over

BUSINESS CARDS.

__MISCELLANEOUS

a

FRIDAY MORNING. NOVEMBER 24.
regular attaoM ol the Pkess u furnished
with a Card oertifloate signed by Stanley Pullen,
(Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon ns by demanding credentials
o' orery person claiming to represent our Journal.
evkby

anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writ are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for cblleaWe do not read

tlon bat

as a
guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
munications that are not used.

com-

About Beer.
statement by those opposed to total abstinence from alcoholic
beverages or to laws forbidding their sale
that the use of lager beer has a tendency to
diminish the use of the stronger drinks.
This statement appears to he entirely erroThe Hartford Courant has been
neous.
looking over the books and finds that the
statistics of the manufacture and sale ef
distilled liquors do not justify the belief that
beer is to any extent supplanting them. On
the contrary, they show that while lager

It is

a common

beer has come into very general use, among
ail classes, it has j not lessened the use of
More liquor of
the more deadly fluids.
every kind is consumed than- ever before,
and the increase much more than keeps
with the increase of
population.
pace

and the desire

strong

for

drink is

raging

the Legitimists” in France has again been announced, and Are Paris Voltaire selriously
assures its readers that the Oornte de Cham-

“projected rising of

bord, Henry V.,

has

When the throne

sanctioned

the

plot.

offered him by the
the Legitimists in 1873, and

Orleanists and

was

ready for the return of the
Bourbons, Cliambord, it will be recalled,
France

was

could not reconcile his conscience to the
tri-color of the Republic, hut made the
adoption of the white flag and the ffeur-delys the condition of his consent. Such impracticables soon drop from sight, and for
two years past the last of the Bourbons has

heads, saying
telling
drinking the waters of the Marienbad
for apprehended paralysis. Although but
sixty-two years of age, physical infirmities
his prayers,

his

been

and

make the death of the Comte de Chambord
In that event, the
a not distant probability.

Comte de Paris, the heir of both the elder
and the younger Bourbons, the Orleans and
the Legitimist branch, would centre in himself all the monarchical qjaims and aspirations of the French. The line of direct
blood from Henry IV. would, however, be
broken, the antiquated sentiment which
now holds together the little party of fortyfive in the French Chamber would lose its
power, and the lilies would’ forever have
faded in France.
A striking evidence of the efficiency of
the revenue stamp division employes under
Mr. Raum is found in the report of a com.
mission appointed by the secretary of the
treasury, at the request of the commissioner,
to examine the accounts from Oct. 25, 1877,
to July, 1882. In that time the enormous
number of 2,558,000,000 stamps were received, of which 2,381,000,000 were sold, the
value of which was $668,000,000. Not a
stamp

was

lost,

ana

everything

ed far to the exact cent.

account-

was

This is

remarka-

ficulties,
brings either profit
a

remote
or

little

one

The Swiss minister, Colonel Emil Frey, at
the beginning of the late war, entered the
24th Illinois regiment as a private, was promoted to second lieutenant, and afterwards
raised and commanded a company in
tbe
82d Illinois He was promoted to a majority, and when his regiment was mustered
out at the close of the war, he returned to

Switzerland, and was a member of the
council of confederation. He was afterwards
an editor for ten years, and now returns to
America as the first minister Switzerland
has ever had in this country.
The threatened exclusion of representatives of the press from the trial of Arabi Pasha casts a sinister gleam over the proceedings. Evil deeds prefer darkness rather

light, and as many of his judges were
accomDlices,jvho will be only too glad to

than
his

get rid of his troublesome recollections, the
inference is that Arabi has but a
poor
chance for fair treatment.
The Nebraska Legislature is said to have
among its members about seventy Republicans, about forty Democrats and about
twenty-five anti-monopolists. The Republicans can probably elect their candidate for
Senator, but their margin is small, and it
will probably be thought best to select some
candidate who will be acceptable to the anti-

monopolists.
The entire school revenue of .New
Hampshire during the past year was $584,527 74,
and the

expenditure

was

$575,808.

Four-

fifths of this sum went in the salaries of
teachers. The average cost of instruction
per capita is $14 03. Male teachers receive
$36 45 a month, and female teachers $22 36.
Mrs. Wilson of Oregon got a divorce from
her husband, on the ground of infidelity
and cruelty last year. He reformed and
wanted to marry her again. She consented,
but he afterward changed his mind, and she
is now suing him for breach of promise.

The official returns of the vote in Vir-

Not a solitary Democratic organ has ventured to call him “Beast Butler” since election day._

ManSuitable for the Investment of Trust Funds.
ufacturing Stocks and Railway Securities bought
and sold.

DENSLOW, EASTON & HERTS,

BANKERS.
13 Broad Street (Bill. Building.,
New York.
Deposit [received with interest, subject to slight
checks.
Government Bonds bought and sold at market
price free of commission.
Stock Exchange Securities bonght and sold for
or on margin.
Quotations and financial letter

sent dally.
suitable for Savings

Investment Securities,
Banks
and private Investors, a specialty.
Monthly investor's circular sent if desired.
Banks solicited.
Accounts of
All kinds of unlisted Bonds bought and sold, and

Country
quotations furnished.
dally
Financial

negotiations conducted.

H. DEIVSLOH
(Bember N. Y. block Exchange),
O. A. EASTON,

E.

H. H HERTS,
S. H. NICHOLS,

United States, of the Edinburgh Sub-

scription Edition of The Encyclopaedia Britannica, and

solely to

supply the work
complete

sets

only.
“J.

E.

30

Miller,

Exchange

street, Portland,” who advertises The
Encyclopaedia Britannica at
count, has
and

Dally
Stock

Bonds

Exchange.

SAMUEL

can

only furnish,

a

Middle

oct8194

this Edition.

He cannot safely undertake to supply the
volumes yet to he issaed, and the

$1.25.

20 dozen Chamoise Mousquitaire, 8 button Jength, at
1.25. Warrant every pair.
50 dozen Bent’s best quality 3 button Kids at $1.50,
worth $2.00.
We have a complete assortment of the Mousquitaire Kid
Gloves, in 10 and 12 button length, at $2.00 and $2.25

EXAMINED.

TITLES

oct31_

d3m

S. H. LARM1NLE,

A.

Chicago.

W. JORDAN,

Portland, Me

S. H. LARMINIE &

CO.,

Merchants.

Seeds,

Provisions,

pair, the best glove in the market.

per

10 dozen Mousquitaire, 10 button length, with stitched
backs, which are very fashionable.

IS? Commercial Si., Portland Die.
CHICAGO OFFICE,
122 La* Salle St

CORSETS.

and (gatd

No. 87

i'P'divtel/

Briggs,

OF

—

American & Foreign Patents,

StreetWtl

Exchange St, Portland,

Me.

J3P*A11 business relating to Patents promptly and
jnl2tf
faithfully executed

EDWARD G PONTON,

choice line of

$2.50 per pair.

to

$1.25

Securities.

Ontario,

Belleville,

Cor. Middle & Exchange
Sts.
*
*14
,od I

Canada.

Don’t Despair if every local
cian fails to cure you.

impor-

except to direct

subscribers.
Our patrons

are

cautioned against spe-

cious misrepresentations regarding The

Encyclopaedia Britannica, and
requested to apply to

us

Portland Water Co., l«t Mort.
ClnolnnatL

Germantown Wool, best quality, at 20 cents per skein.
Peckham yarn, Saxony yarn, and Scotch yarns.

-FOB

SWAN &

BARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
inch7

I mportors.
York, Nov. 20,1882.

r=.

no21dtfo
■

1--

!
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which is to say,

Davis’s Pain Killer

Captain Chas. Allen, of Worcester (Mass.) I
FireDepartment, says: After the doctor set
the broken bone, I used Pain Killer as a Uni.
ment, and it cured

xne

in

a

I know of

no

medicine that is more effective.

David Pierce, Utica, lx. *., says:
For cuts,
bruises, burns and sprains, it has never failed
to effect a cure."

An accident may

Buy

happen

to-morrow.

Perry Davis’s Pain Killer

to-day of any Druggist
sovlWF&M&wlm

CHAS. H. O’BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Domestic Coals

a

Pricer.

Specialty, at Lowest Market

322 Commercial
Brown’s

Street,

Wliari
MAINE.

PORTLAND,

THE

Wedding
UDD

William S. Lowell,
CABO PLATE ENGBAVEB

Visiting

WORTH

DAKOTA

LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY
—

OF

AND

DR. WILSON’S
astonishing everybody. He
has treated successfully 410 Patients
this last month and lie is receiving testimonials most flattering from all
parts of the city and State,
as seen in another column, as a sample of the many
By request of his many patients and friends of
Portland and Vicinity, has returned sooner than he
intended and will be happy to see them in parlors
success is

United

Loans Guaranteed.
—

Stationer.

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Receptions a Specialty.

513 CONGRESS STREET.
inch’

<Uf

Yes! “J. W. STOCKWELL!” Yes!
“Please send

to-about_

feet of

GARDENBOBDEB,
POSTS,-CURVES, an

enough >»C HECKERED
PAVEMENT like Jotham
Clark’s, to make a walk-feet
F wide, and-feet long.”
AH Right !
“Shall want some eight inch Drain Pipe soon.”

All Right!
novl3

Thank Yon.
MW&F4w&w2w46

Incorporated under the Laws of Dakota, for the
Loans on Improved
purpose of Negotiating

Farms.—The value of the lands will in all cases be
three times the amount loaned.—The Loans will be
secured by Bonds and First Mortgage*, bearing Eight per Cent interest. And in addition to
th s security the
will give their own
Guaranty of the payment of the Principal and Interest of all sueh Loans by them negotiated.
Interest collected by tho Company and forwarded
by draft on New York to investors free of charge.

Company

the

He excels in Consumption, Female Complaints,
Complicated disease, General debiltiy, Chronic disease, and in all cases that defy skill of others.

Tape Worm

removed

Portland, Maine.
Hon. JOHN D. BENTON, Vice President
National Bank. Fargo, Dakota.
W. W. DUDLEY, Jamestown, Dakota.
E. J. BL03S0M, Jamestown, Dakota.

All

Ball!

BLANKETS.
ALL FORMER BARGAINS ECLIPSED!
we

Thanksgiving
—

AT

—

STODDARD
LECTURES.

15 Pairs 11-4 ribbon

P.

Morrill,

at only
1

Au-

year.

BANKING HOUSE

Henry

18 NEW STREET, NEW TORE.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks and Bonds bonght and sold only on com-

Agents wanted.

For applications for territory and

terms to

dealers,

address

$6.00

The Portland Meolianic Blues will give a Grand
Military and Clvlo Ball in Army A Nary Hall,

Thanksgiving Evening, Nov. 30, 1882.

_

Franlt
General

P.

$7.00

borders,

7 1-2 lbs.

we shall sell

$6.50
$7.50

for

PORTLAND.

oc!7

prices at

,00

In connection with the above SPECIAL BARGAINS we .jveour
nsnal fine line of the cheaper grades ranging in price from $i *0 to
$5.00 per pair.

d3*

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

November

SILK

HANDKERCHIEFS.
Wc will offer To-day 400
fine quality Plain and
Brocaded Silk Handkerchiefs at

50 CENTS

Palatial

Music Store.

The Delight of all Tourist* and a
umph of Artistic Illu.trnliou.
IV.

We

are

Great Bargains are now
offered in this Department.

n©22

Our

prices

n

these

Big

goods

V

Plain

EUROPEAN MOSAICS.
Effective Grouping of memorablc
Mpot* in Europe Vividly Photographed.

An

THE LECTURES, filled with the freshest Incidents and aocldents of travel, have been pronounced
among Mr. Stoddard's most charming productions.
THE ILLUSTRATIONS, in quality and skill of

presentation,

are

and

UNEQUALLED

UNAPPROACHABLE.
COURSE TICKETS,
1
with reserved sent*,)

Opening Sale
Stockbridge's.
novl0-d6t

at 0

si

BARGAINS IN TOYS.
room

CO

499

BESS

a.m., Thursday, Nor. 23. at

I.—Notes from the Netherlands.

IT.—The Lights of London.

V.—European Mosaics.
Tremendoua Audience* have at.
tended the*e Lecture*, the lajjfe«t
in Mr. Stnddard’a experience. Hundred* have testified that for

Freshness of Scene and

At Cost.

—

13 Market

Square.

ASD

—

they hare .arauwil even
dard’. previous Mnndnrd.

Hr. Stod-

COURSE TICKETS *1.60 and $2.00,

dtf

at

Stockbridge's.

Secure seats at once.
BDBDITT & NORTH,

LYCEUM

Stockbridge,

156 EXCHMGEJST.

CARPENTER

BURROWES

_AND

BUILDER

Having retired from
am nowprepared to

the firm of Burrowes Bros.,
take work on my own acI
count. Word can be left for the present at the old
stand of Burrowes Bros.

W ELLl A iW 'bERRO WES.
no2Q «od3a»
Portland, Nor. 18,1882.

iMMtt

Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

(English

Wnnagrr.
d0t

Will reopen

November 27.

ARTISTS
Band

and

SO

Orchestra.

no28_
P. L. S. B. S.

!

ANNIL\L

d3t

BALL.

The 3d Annual Hall of the Portland Lonoshoremen’s Benevolent Society will take place at

CITY

HALL,

TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 28,
Wn.ie

by 4 handler

Tickets, admitting Gent and Ladies, 75 cents
had from
the committee

be

no22

and at the door.

to

jet

WALTZINST

are

“

Preble Street, Portland, on WEDNESDAY, the
sixth day of December next, at two o’clock in the
afternoon to act upon the following business, viz:
Article 1st.—To hear the report of the Directors.
Art. 2d.—To choose nine Directors for the en-

on

BROWN,

Compound.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
BY

>

:for Sale Wholeeale and Retail.

20
Brass

sale

THEATRE.

Closed for alteration.

Monday,

now on

Stockholders of the Portland and Rochester
THERailroad
hereby notified that their annual
,or instruction in
meeting will be held at the Station of the Company wVlTHsS
»LI?*nd ,he t.KR,tIAi\ HON

By using this Compound, plants bloom freely
through the winter. For sale at

Any regular physician desiring a good
country practice can find; full particulars by applying to
P. 0. BOX, No. 115,
Milan, N. H.

complete with the

PORTLAND S ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

TT&Stf

Kimball’s Plant

NOTICE.
WILEIA1I

CORNER OF

Upper Corner.

21

»eutlul Poucry
Centre*.

Fitted

Topic

BEAUTY OF ILLUSTRATION,

C. 0. HUDSON,
novO

—

II.—French Castles and their Memories.
III.—The Splendors of Switzerland.

STOCK OF TOYS

0°1°__lilt

aTgAY & CO.

STREET

an

Wednesday Evenings

0. E. JOSE & CO.

buyer.

(L

Nov. 29, Dec. 6. 13, 20. 27-

for

CHRISTMAS
CANDIES

Blankets.

Corner Window.

gn

J1.0U 01

BURDITT & NORTH, Managers.

t—THE

4$3 Congress Streep.

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines’
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

will satisfy the closest

GEORGE
hot

Wood fords.

First

__

this week to display the largest line of White and
Blankets to be found in any retail store in Portland.

See Our

H. I. NELSON & GO.

Beautifnl Statuary Pieaques only 25 cect8)per pair

Soule's Domestic Sweet Corn.
The best in the market, put up
expressly for family use. Address
V. H. SOULE,

I.ectare on
the
Fact* and
Thrilling memories.

Stoddard's

mother Country,

and Cuff's Laundered
for Two Cents Each.

prepared

Colored

Tri-

THE LIGHTS OF LONDON.

Mr.

dtf

0F

EACH,

cents.

SWEET CORN.

Hialory Studied amid

Matrounding*.

THE SPLENDORS OF SWITZERLAND.

III.
dtf

SPECIAL SALE

Formerly $1.00,

—AT

dtf

6, 18, 20, 27.

FRENCH CASTLES AND THEIR MEMORIES.

Illumined French

(No. 8.)

TABLELAMPS

$1,000.

nol6

December

29,

NO rES FROM THE NETHERLANDS.
An Inf resting Journey through Holland,
a prosaic but singular Country.

I

”023__

CO.,

Just received a fine line of Christmas and New
Year’s Cards, Birthday Cards, Fancy Cards and
Scrap pictures. All the New Styles Decalcomania
five and ten oents.
The Langtry Pieaques, ten cents.
200 Pieaques and Pallettes marked down to live

nfiOTVABS)

Wednesday Evenings,

ELEGANT

to make money in Stocks should
with the old established firm of

DODGE &

France,
Germany,

New Series of
UMMnsnV

HTB

I offer the remainder of my

nov21

CHRISTMAS CARDS!

ao7d8m

low

Holland,
England,

Switzerland.

On and after MONDAY next. We shall
forward Collars and Cuffs to be laundered at Troy, N. Y., on MONDAY instead
of TUESDAY, and our patrons will please
hand them in as eariy as possible on or
before MONDAY FORENOON. There are
several parties in this city who advertise
Laundry, but no one in this city
Troy
send to Troy bat ourselves. We are sole
agents in Portland for Roger’s Laundry
or Trov, N. Y., which does the best work
in the United States.

large 134,

Moss,

Wholesale Agent,

12 ELM STREET,

STOGKSPEGULATION
wishing

Ira C.

Daily Photographs in

COVERS,

astonishingly

J. VV. Black.

Notable Hours and

A large and elegant assortment

j GranJC(£?t™iHotel.eodt

Stockbridge’s

OLD WORLD WANDERINGS
Photographer,

With

fight,

Recital of his

with his

To[makc

really worth $8, $10, and $12.

15 Pairs same as the last two lots, very
and weighing 9 1-2 lbs..

mission for cash or on margin. Deposits received.
4 r u cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
of N. T. Stock Exchange and the Chicago Board of
1 rade. Private wire to Chicago.

mays

CITY

—

Clews & Co.,

n.y.oty
Branches,

are

15 Pairs 11-4 ribbon bound, Grecian
in weight, we shall sell for

WILLIAM SWEAT, Sec*y and Treas.,
87 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
mar30
eodly

-OP

Ihese goods

20 Pairs do., in 12-4, weight 8 1-2 lbs.,

Rental of Safes in Vault, $10 to 875 per
Special deposits at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address

per pair
$5.00

bound, elegant borweighing fully 7 lbs., at only
25 Pairs of the same in 12-4, weighing
8 lbs., at only
10 Pairs extra large 13-4, weight 9 lbs.,
ders-

Directors.
Massey, Francis K. Swan.
William E. Gould, William G. Davis, H. J. Libby,
Jacob McLellan, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. Payson, W. H. Mculton, William
Sweat, L. D. M. Sweat, all of Portland.

Coburn, Skowhegan, Anson
gusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

Triumphant
Progress
0
FROM CITY TO

ID*

CHARLES CURTIS k CO.,

than the manut'acturer’s eost.

Chartered in 1875 by the Legislature of
Maine for the SAFE KEEPING of
VALUABLES, and the RENTAL
of SAFES in in FIRE and
BURGLAR PROOF
VAULTS.

Abner

]MC*

JP*

HALL7

THE

_dlw*

PAIRS FINE WOOL BLANKETS at less

Deposit Co.,

SERENADERS

CITY

UNION ROWING ASSOCIATION

shall offer lOO Linen Collars

eod2m

Portland Safe

will appear In a choice Programe.
the old favorites reinforced by the

and many others.
Usuel prices.
Sale or Seats commence Tuesday, Nor. 23.
nov24
dlw

PARTICULAR. NOTICE.

a

—

Fred and Ida Mortimer

iu three hoars.

Wednesday morning

THE

PULLMAN

EASTMAN BR0S & BANCROFT TROY LAUNDRY

On

___^__________>^___i_fc!bl8eodly

d*Wlj

dlw

GRAND

3 Free St- Block, PORTLAND.

Jamestown, Dakota, or
L. ». 91. SWEAT, Esq.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

$10 to

ttWAfer

no22

II

First

RODERICK ROSE, Jamestown, Dakota.
For further information, apply to the
Company,

EVENING,

Portland Minstrels

Gallery 35

cent*.

Warerooms of

near

In a parkin
our front was an old breastwork that had been
abandoned loDg ago. Our men had stacked
their arms—some were lying on the ground
asleep, others were collected in groups, all
feeling a sense of security, as do enemv had
ventured in sight since we had left Hagerstown.
On a small eminence on tho front of our line
Generals Heath and Pettigrew and several other officers, including m^eir. were looking back
over the route we had traveled, When
we
noticed a small body of cavalry emerge from a
about
distant
250
yards. After
6trip of woods,
reaching the open space they halted, and the
officers in command rode to the front as if to
address the men. We observed them closely,
and our group concluded they were Confederates.
We saw them unfurl a United States
flag, but we thought It was a capture that our

—

TRIUMPH.

PIANO and ORGAN

Dr. W. practices every school treatment.
He prepares his own curatives that benefit everybody and his Tonics and Treatments are life itself.
He is a man of long and large experience and author of the Guide for Physicians and other works of

BANKERS AND STOCK BROKERS,
Ne. 19 Wall Street, New York,
who will send free fall information showing how
large profits may be realized on investments ol

left, the west side of the road.

SCENIC

WILL YOU CALL?

OFFICERS.
E. P. WELLS, President.
RODERICK ROSE. Vice Prest. and Atty.
interest.
GEO. O. THOaMPSON Secretary.
He will deliver a course of Lectures in this city
E. J. BLOSSOM, Treasurer. ! when due notice will be given.
His terms are within the reach of all; call and see
DIRECTORS.
him.
Hon. E. P. WELLS. President Ja nes River NaLonConsultations free from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
oal Bank, Jamestown, Dakota.
Come early as hundreds regretted not calling beHon. SAMUEL MERRILL, President Iowa Trutt
fore on my last trip.
aovlfidtf
and Loan Company, Des Moines, Iowa.
Hon. L,D. M. SWEAT, Ex-Member of Congress,

JOHN

until we reached
the Potomac. On that,
day Heath’s division stopped 'on the road leading to the Potomac, distant about two and a
half miles. We always kept up a.line of battle
and on this occasion halted and formed on the

THANKSGIVING

uot14

unprecedented in curing 760 patients
last three months of his visit here.

Magna-

in

run I LAMU I HtA S KtFRANK CURTIS,
Proprietor and Manager.

Sale of Seats commences Friday, Nov. 24.

DR, WILSON’S
access is

Stupendous

Thursday, Nov. 30, 188S,

Seat*, 91*^0, 75 and 50 ceafe.

:|i

His new method of diagnosing disease has no equal
and is exclusively his own discovery; he never fails
to explain every ache and pain in the most conplicated disease without asking a word, when the patient may ask
and every explanation is
given without the slightest reservation.

$100,000

CAPITAL

Parties
communicav

J. H. Moore ih the Philadelphia Weekly Times.
We daily anticipated an attack from Meade
in pursuit, but none of his army put in an ap-

YOUTH

PIANO

To tell of his wonderful gifts and miraculous cures
would appear egotistic—He only asks for a trial of
liis skill, he never experiments upon his patients.

_

“TING-A-LIJiG!”
“Hallo?” Hallo! “424”

HILL'S

Music by Chandler, E. C. Webb, Prompter.
nov2*dlw
Tickets 60 cents.

MILLETT k LITTLE,

until furStates Hotel,
ther notice.

and

tude.

Military Uniformed

Brass Band on a Parade. and 100 other features of Merit.
The Age of New Events on a Grand Scale.
Costly ana Beautiful, Elegant, Rich, and Extravagant Brilliant Costume Wardrobe Is used by the.
above announced Company.
Grand, Diversified, Refined Musical Entertainment.
Prudeniial Popular Scale of Prices Adopted.
Tickets only 25 and 35 cents.
Reserved Seats 50 cents.
Secured Seats sold at Stockbridge’s Music Store.
novlS
dCt

BOM THEATRE CO,

We are adding new articles to our Fancy Goods Department every day for the Holiday Trade.
We caU special attention of every one looking for such
goods to call and inspect our stock.

John

Cards.

34 in

Grand Thanksgiving Ball.

questions

JAMESTOWN, DAKOTA.

oct!9

Orders received by Telephone.-tplSdvl

Original in Conception

EUGENE TOMPKINS,.Manages

AND

Gigantic Minstrels

AND MILITARY UNIFORMED BRASS BAND.
Newly Reorganized on a Grand Scale.

■"

8 PER CENT

short time."

Captain D. S. Goodell, Jr., of Searsport,
For bruises, ppraina and cuts.
Maine, save:

Famous

THEATRE.

TOMPKINS &

Troupe.

DUPREZ & BENEDICT

I

..

..

PORTLAND

•

and colors.

Street.

ecdtf

P-D-P-fl
Perry

Middle

Highest Prices Paid for
on Europe.
Exchange
ju20

I

gricee’
tockbridge’s.
Bailroada.

One fair

BANKERS,

Letters of Credit issued and Bills drawn available
n all the principal Cities of Europe.
Government Bonds and good local securities
bought and sold direct or on commission at the
most favorable rates.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■

36, 60 and 76.

no24

ChenHle Fringe, Beaded Fringe, Tape Fringes, Black,
also Chenille and Silk Ornaments, and Loops, black

J. B. Brown & Sons,
218

BEST Insurance
BEST AGAINST
BEST

36 and 60 cents.
Evening
Ticket, now on .ale at
on M. C., G. T. B., and
nov24dtd

price., 26,

Matinee

MUSIC BY CHANDLER. TICKETS 75c.

TRIMMINGS.

eodtl

■■■■

THE Policy of

Minstrel

Over whelming Amplitude of New rBilllant Feature*
Classic, Amusing, Intellectual Minstrel Entertainments.
Introduced by the justly renowned

Thursday, Nov. 30th,

Ladies’ and Children’ French Hosiery.
Ladies’ Silk Hosiesy and Silk Mittens.

BT-

SALE

U S. Called Bonds cashed.

New

Friday Eve. Nov. 24, 1882.

—

GRAND ORCHSTRA.
Magnificent Costnmes, Superb Appoint*
ments, Special Scenery.

DRAMATIC

....

information about the work.

CHAS. SCRIBNER’S SONS

A

....

are

for any desired

AXD

—

Director and Proprietor.
but One Night Only.

Chab. H. Duprez,
Positively

Chorus of Thirty, Dragoon
Guards and Rapturous Maidens

powerful

A

40

ARTISTS

40

AS A

YARNS.

Cincinnati, -.6s
Cook Connty ........ 7.
Eransyillo Ind., .......
7,
Chicago, ......... 7g
Maine Central E. K. Consol,
7B
Portland & Ogdensburg E. E. 1st Mort.,
6s
Eastern Car Trust,
6s
U. 8.4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and
Conpon,

CITY HALL.

UNSURPASSED

Handkerchiefs, prices $1.00,
$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, very choice
goods for holiday presents.
physi* Gents’ Linen Lawn Handkerchiefs,
plain, white and
faney borders, new styles.
Large variety of Gentlemen’s Silk Handkerchiefs.

dtd

norl8

Proprietor and Manager.
NIGHTS,
Monday A1 uesday, Nov. 37 A 38.

Embroidered Linen Muslin

r._

..

The Wonderful Violoncellist.
HENRY L. SLAYTON, Haunger.
Central Music Hall,
ILLS.
CHICAGO.
Seats: 75 and 50 etc. Gallery, 311 cti.
Sale of Seats commences WEDNESDAY, Not. 22.

....

HANDKERCHIEFS.

6s

.....

Piuni.i and AcrompaaUl-

LOUIS BLUMENBERG,

FRANK CURTIS
TWO

#

Great Italian Tenor Robusto,

The

..

..

Prices from

Following

the

MISS ANNIE E. BEERE, tomtralto.
JULIUS BEREGHY, Basso.
JOSEPH HARRISON

.W. H. h essenden
The Duke.
The Colonel.C. J. Brine
The Major.James Graham
Bnnthorne.James A. Gilbert
Grosvenor.Harry Pepper
Patience.
.Miss Gertrude Franklin
Lady Angela.Miss Rose Dana
Lady Sapbir.Miss Emily Cameron
Lady Ella.Miss Molly Fuller
Lady jane.Miss Gertrud) Edmunds#

seUing for 50 cents.

ters or their agents will under no circumstances furnish them

Thayer’s

Produced with the following Star Cast:

P. & B.

Ladies’ Linen Collars, Hamburg Collars, Aplique Collars and Fichues. Children’s Collars, Ladies’ Canvas
Collars and Cuffs in sets, Duchess CoUars and Fichues,
Neck Ruffling, new shape.
50 dozen Lace Fichues at 50 cents, same as the last lot
we had such a run oh.
50 dozen Ladies’ fancy Nansook Collars at 30 cents, that
have been

Supported by

SUPERB COMPANY,
SIGNOR ERNESTO BALDANZA,

PATIENCE

reasonable term? in all parts
Collections made
of Canada, and promptly remitted.
ang7d6m
on

Woodbury & Moulton

offered in Port-

COLLARS.

AND ATTORNEY AT LAW
Railroad BARRISTER
NOTARY PUBLIC Ac.,

and

ever

l

Plum Straub.

Herbert G.

in Corsets

land.
We have all the best makes of Corset*.

STEPHEN BERKY,

$>oo{c) Job

bargain

MARIE LITTA

In Gilbert & Sullivan’s Comie Opera

25 dozen of real Josephine Kid Gloves, 5 hook, in Terracotta shades, at $1.00 per pair, worth at wholesale

Exchange St. Portland.

America’s Greatest Concert Soprano.

Star Opera Company

GLOVES.

REAL ESTATPANO INSURANCE AGENCY

ONE NIGHT,

FRIDAY, NOV. 24, 1882*

30, Afternoon
Evening.

Chas. H.

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

Nov.
and

va-

ST..

H. M. FESSENDEN,

—

We Offer For Sale
City, Town

Special Bargains in their large

and

Portland Savings Bank.

Grain,

FRANK CURTIS.Proprietor and Manager.

Thursday,

ried stock of Fancy Goods.

dim

51 1-2

CITY HALL,

removed to

EXCHANGE

No. 93

dis-

any price, odd

a.

second hand volumes of

Att’y at Law

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

HANSON,

authority to represent us,

no

Offer this week

is the greatest

bought or carried on margin.
telegraphic quotations from New Fork

a

One

85

Congress Street,

516

dim*

20 dozen Corsets at 92 cents per pair, worth $1.25. This

actual subscribers through

authorized agents, and in

2S3

Futures bought and sold on Chieago Market on
1
Margins. Correspondence invited.
marSdtf

1680.
M\VAF6m

F. O. Box

STO C K.B

for the

importers,

J. H. FOGG,

oash

nov6

NO.

noll_

eodtf

from

m.,

REMOVAL.

oyei the

3« Exchange Street.

nov24

!
We are the sole

TEI.EPKOIVE,

Has

H. M. PA¥SO» & CO.

a.

in

-AND

How a Squadron of Federal Cavalry Attacked Heath’s Whole Division.

Falling Waters,

nol7

8% to 9 y2

From

ENTERTAINMENTS.

MILLETT & LITTLE THANKSGIVING

Street, Portland.

MUNICIPAL

A Freak of Dare Devils,

pearance, that is, to

OFFICE HOURS:
2 to 3, and 7 to 8 p.

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

ginia are received, except from, two counties, and show that Wise, the coalition candidate for Congressman at large, has a majority of more than five thousand.
Commissioner Raum, it is said, will recommend in his report that all internal revenue taxes be abolished, except those on
whiskey and tobacco.

NO. 106 Pine

—

hunt

removed from O *rham to

Has

STOCKS,

BANK

seldom

honor.

Co.,

hand

on

IT HAY CONCERN. Railway

many hands.

but

AND

—

TO WHOM

ble, considering the fact that these stamps
are forwarded through the mails in the ordinary manner, and have to pass through so
Franck is evidently determined to push
on with her imaginary
advantage under the
Ds Brazza treaty, the dispatch of a gunboat
to the Congo river looking very much like
the policy of get what you can and keep
what you get. In view, however, of the unsettled state of French internal affairs, it
would seem as if there was more pressing
work to be done at home than can profitably be found abroad. A big war is sometimes an advantage to a nation in home dif-

constantly

ii.

dh. n.

City & County Bonds

as

as ever.

The annual

Hare

onet, at the same time dodging the sabre cuts
and using their nistols with great effect. Lieutenant Baker killed two and Captain Norris
three men. As soon as our men took in the
situation, and after they had reached their
guns, these daring fellows were quickly dispatched. In the height of the confusion, their
officer galloped into our midst, and in less time
than it takes to relate the circumstance he was
riddled with bullets. He was a gallantlooking fellow, riding a magnificent dark
and
his
colored
but
he
men
horse,
were to a man either killed or wounded in this
and
rash
There
were
not
quick
undertaking.
more than ,125 of
them, but I will venture to
say they came nearer stampeding or capturing
a division than they ever
did before. Their
horses were nearly all killed or so badly crippled as to make them useless. Only two or
three were brought off the field, though they
were all captured.
I talked with one of the survivors of the regiment to which this squadron belonged, and he
told me their officer was promoted only the day
before for gallant and meritorious service.
My recollection is that it was a part of the
Sixth Michigan Cavalry. There was a large
body of cavalry a few miles behind this squadron and we remained at Falling Waters about
We finally
one hour skirmishing with these.
fell back through the woods in line of battle
to the river, crossing it with the loss of some
stragglers, and parts of companies that were
detached and lost their way in the woods,

There are more beer drinkers than ever before, but they are largely recruited from
the ranks of the heretofore non-drinkers,

extensively

H. M. PAYSOS &

ENTERTAINMENTS

Kendall A Whitney.
oct 28
din

on

ri

aerm.for the conrae of tix lr..on«, €Jen‘“'ll.S3;00’ tndir., SJ.OO. Respectfully

_ggt30du

Jl. B.GII.BIBT.

suing year.

Art. 3d.—To transact any other business that
may legally come before them.
WM. H. CONANT, Clerk.

Portland,,Nov.

YTOTICE

21st

1882.nov22d2w

HEREBY

GIVEN, that

the subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of
AUGUSTUS E.
late of

STEVENS,
Cumberland,

Portland,

In the County of
deceased and driven
bonds as the law directs. All persons
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reauirod
to exhibit the same; and all
indebted to
said estate are called upon to make
payment to
SAMUEL A.
Administrator.

havinl

persons’

_

STEVENS,
13,1992,
ool7dlAw3wF».

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
Air-tf
Skates and

tins.

BALLARD’S PISTOLS only $10.
for Catalogue.

K^Setid Stamp
JOHN P. IOVEM. & SONS,
«r Washington I'tcti, bostott. final t
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Brief Jottings.
The Young People’s Christian Union connected with the First Free Baptist Society
held a delightful sociable last evening at the

PRESS.

TTTTC
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residence of Mr. F. A. Bowdoin. There was a
large party and musis, recitations, charades
and dialogues took up the^evening very pleas-

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

TO-DAT

antly.
Another sDlendid day yesterday.
Mercury
25° at sunrise, 48° at noon, 42° at sunset; wind

ENTERTAINMENTS.
City Hall—Patience.

Portland Theatre—Portland Minstrels.
Thanksgiving Ball-Union Rowing Association.
Thanksgiving Ball—P. M. B.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

northwest.
Our street commissioner is exceedingly efficient as all will testify.
But on dusty days

wouldn’t it be well to have the crosswalks
swept early in the morning instead of in the
early afternoon.
A raft, consisting of 70,000 feet of timber cut
on Dianond Island, was [towed to Brackett’s
mill, Wednesday, to be sawed into lumber for
the Diamond Island Association.

Look—Studley.
Quilts—Studley.
Copartnership—Burbank & Davis.
Handkercbieta—Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
ladies’ Hose—Owen, Moore A Co.
Skates—Q. L. Bailey.
FINANCIAL.

City and County Bonds—H.
A

Important

to

M.

Payson A Co.

CARD.

Cyclopeedia Buyers,

More than 100 people
including
clergymen, lawyers, college professors and business men, after subscrioing for the Encyclopedia Bbitannica have become so much die;
in Maine,

satisfied and disappointed in the character
of that work that they have either thrown up
their subscriptions, positively refusing to take
another volume, or have offered to assign their

subscriptions

with

a

gift of four or five

volumes to any one who wonld take the work
off their hands, or have sought to exchange
the volumes already issued for Appleton’s

Cyclopedia. We invite all who desire to investigate the merits of the two cyclopaedias
mentioned to make a careful examination and
comparison of the volumes, side by side, and
those who prefer the foreign cyclopaedia we
can supply at from S3 to SI per volume, as
far as issued, and the balance at regular price(
We will cheerfully furnish volumes of both
works for examination. After eight years
from the publication of the first volume, the
Encyclopaedia Britannica has been issued only
as far as the letter L.
And we have no doubt
that the work can be bought for half price

completed, (if it
many are being offered
change for Appletons.
when

is completed) so
at a sacrifice in ex-

ever
us

For practical information concerning Cyclocall upon or address
J. E. MILLER,
Supt. Agencies D. Appleton & Co.,

paedias,

30 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
d5t

rov23
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In fevers, malaria, biliousness, heartburn
&c., nothing is so beneficial as Brown’s Iron
Bitters.
MWF&w

nov20

Good Results of Life Insurance.
The following speaks for itself :
e
Mr. W. I). Little, Agent of the Mutual Lif
Insurance Co., of New York:
Dear Sir—I am this day in receipt, through
you, of a cheque for the mm of $7230 in pay
ment of a policy for $3000 on the life of my

_

late husband (Capt. Chas. Sager). The premiums paid on this policy wete only $2786, for
which the dividend additions were $4230, as
will be seen. Mr. Sa^er held policies in other
companies for which he had paid greater premiums with much smaller returns.
Yours very
nov23d2t

respectfully,
Eliza Sageb.

Dr. O. Fitzgerald.
the man who makes so many wonderful cures
will visit
Portland, Falmouth Hotel, on
Monday and Tuesday the 27th and 28th of this
month, for two days only, and will examine all
on

charge.

him free of

d6t

Don’t Forget “Sozodont,”
It imbut use it regularly after every meal.
parts a pleasant flavor to the mouth, changes
offensive secretions into healthful, invigorates
the gums and cleanses the interstices of the
teeth. Like old Hercules, it purifies the Augean stables which some hare in their mouth.
MWF&w
nov20
Aatkmft r.at»w*h. And

*U

!»«•*

monary complaints, transient or chronic, permanently and promptly cured by Kurakoff the

oct27FM&W3m

great Pine Remedy.

Mr. E. II. Carpenter:
Dear Sir,—My daughter had previous to the
year 1881 been a great sufferer from Rose or
Hay fever for four years, and every intelligent
physician.knows how difficult it is to treat. It
would come on about the 10th of June and last
her until about January following.
On April, 1881,1 bought one of your PinoPalmine mattrasses and pillows for her and
watched with interest the result. She has not
had but one slight attack since, and that was
from a cold taken when away from home on a

vacation, some eight days before she returned.
She returned home, and after using the Pino
and pillow one week she was all over it, and
for the last year she has not had It at all. My
wife and myself used the Pino for the last fifteen (IB) months and think it the sweetest and
Also nine of my pabest bed we ever used.
tients have each had one for more than a year.

provide excellent
music.
Mr. Eben Dow is to pack dry fish here under a new process and a company has been
formed for that purpose.
The owners of the steamer J. M. Todd, Boston, have libelled the Allan liner Phoenician
for $5000 damages, arising from a collision
at the dock Sept. 7.
Mr. Frank F. Hoyt, formerly of Portland,
has accepted a position as buyer for the firm of
Higgins Bros., furniture, of Manchester, N.
H. His many friends here wish him success.
The Dominion, Capt. Reed, of the Dominion Line, sailed from Liverpool for Portland
yesterday. The Brooklyn will not probably
leave Portland until next week.
A Boston paper says “Concerning the relations of the Central Vermont and the Grand
Trnnk, it is, as hag been stated, untrue that a
lease of the former to the latter is contemplated. But it is hoped and expected that the

Grand Trunk will find its eastern outlet

and all say they would not part with them for
twice their value. Yours, &c.,
C. O. Towke, M. D.,
No. 34 Knight street,
Providence, R. I.

Gaubert,

See “Bird” adv’t; get Holden’s Bird Book!
He has extra
food, care, diseases, breeding.
oct23-d&w2mos

singers.

Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Thursday.—B. F. Lombord v. William Leavitt et
al. On the 27th of October, 1880, the defendants
shipped on the schooner Clara Leavitt, of which the

plaintiff was master,

640 tons

of

iee

consigned

to

their order, to New York. There
The bill of lading conwas no written charter.
tained no stipulation as to the time in which the
cargo was to be discharged. The vessel arrived in
New York on the 16th of November and was not
discharged until the 3d of December, eleven days
beyond what the plaintiff* claims was a reasonable
time for unloading the vessel, and for these eleven
days the plaintiff claims damages in the nature of
demurrage at the rate of $60 per day, amounting
with interest to $041.87.
Before the arrival of the vessel in New York the
hill of lading had been assigned to, and the ice was
delivered to, the Knickerbocker lee Comoany.whose
act it is conceded occasioned the^lamage.
It was conceded by the defendants that there
was an unnecessary delay In the unloading of
the vessel, but they claim that they are not liable as consignee’s because they had assigned the
bill of lading; that they are not liable as consignors
or shippers, because they were not the owners of
the ice, and the captain knew that they were only
acting as brokers for other parties, and that the
captain should have enforced his lien upon the
cargo for his domurrage, which he neglected to do.
They further claimed that the amount per day
charged by the plaintiff was exorb'tant and unreathemselves

The matter could probably be arThe
ranged by means of a traffic contract.
Grand Trunk would obtain terminal facilities
in this city over the Boston, Lowell and Con-

cord or the Fitchburg, and
New York via New London.

it would reach
But all arrangements with other roads are matters for the future.

Manager Thayer

has engaged thirty rooms at
the Falmouth Hotel for his “Patience” company which will appear at City Hall Thanks-

giving.
A. A.

or

shippers.

There

was

no

testimony

defendants disclosed to the plaintiff the
name of their principal, and the bill of lading contained nothing to show that they were not the owners of the ire.
Verdict for the plaintiff for $360.
The case goes forward upon exceptions to the
that the

rulings

Strout, Esq.,

will lecture before the
Portland Law Students’ Club, this evening,
on “Trials in Courts of Law.”
Invitation to
be present extended to the public.
We hear that the Portland Steam Packet
have decided on “Tremont” for the
name of their new steamer now building in

Company

New York.
Mr. Blaine in Washington.
Washington correspondent says: "James
G. Blaine is a prominent figure just now in
Washington society-Social and political—and,
it has been semi-officially announced
that he is out of politics forever, there is
always a great desire to know his opinions on
passing events. Mr. Blaine’s health appears to

although

be excellent.
Tall, portly and graceful in
movement, his wealth of white hair sets off bis
expressive features, with their penetrating,
never-quiet dark eyes. Just now he is moving

penates into his wonderfully
commodious and comfqrtable new house, and

is vibrating between Massachusetts avenue and
the New York furniture warehouses.
Mr.

Travers, who will occupy the old Blaine house
Fifteenth street, wants to get installed there

on

once, and he has purchased much of the
furniture—but Mr. Blaine has had to hurry
into his new domicile sooner than he anticipated. It is an imposing structure, covering a
block of ground about 75 by 70 feet, and is
at

solid and substan tial from its steep roof to its
The spacious halls and
roomy basement.
stairways are walnscoated, finished and ceiled
in oak; tne a rawing room, tne dining room and
the library are finished in solid mahogany; and
th( chambers are finished in poplar and pine*
The great charm of the house is that each and
every room, large and small, has its open fire
place, some of them surrounded by beautiful
mantlepieces, with carved wood and mirrorsIt is, indeed, an English house, with its comforts set off by many Yankee contrivances.”
The Longfellow Statue.
The Commercial street committee of the
Longfellow Statue Association report the following additional subscriptions from Commer"
cial and Fore streets:
IV. S. Dana,
$20 Chas. McLaughlia, $15
15 IV. W. Latham,
2
Phinnev * Jackson,
6 A. W. Jordan,
2
Beniamin F.Harris
Annie E. M. Hari is,
5 Thos. Laugh liu &Son, 2
Parker
2
Howard
&
1
Julia
Harris,
Soule,
1 J. Nickerson & Son,
l
Oliver Moses Harris,
Hattie Louisa Harris,
Galen Moses Harris,
B. O. Coaant,
J. H. Fletcher,
George H. Knight,
D. W. Kensell,
IV. H. Woodbury,

1
1
5
5
5
8
2

Motley*

Co.

F. A. Motley,

L. H. Daggett,
T. A. J sselyn,
H. S. Melcher,
James F. Hawkes,
L. M. Cousens,

*100

Previously reporte !,
Total,

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

366

_j_

*466

Gospel Mission.
Last evening the Mission was crowded and
every available seat occupied, it being the
nsnal weekly youths' [temperance meeting.
The interest in the temperance cause seems to
grow stronger each succeeding meeting and
much good is reported as the result of the example of these children in drinking homes. A
good programme was presented by the children
of the Mission Sabbath School, and some very
fine jubilee singing by two ladies and a gentleman Binger who volnnteered their services. At
the close an earnest appeal was made and

fifty-five names were added to the pledge, a
good night’s work, following as it does the
fifty-one of last week. This evening'the nsnal
experience meeting will be held at 7J o’clock.
Ail are invited.

of the

Another Railroad.
A petition has beeu addressed to the Legislature of Maine by the inhabitants of Poland,
Gray and neighboring towns, praying for a
charter for a railroad from some place near
Mechanic Falls, about twenty miles southerly
to a junction with the Maine Central Railroad
Thi3 would be a prolongation of
near Gray.
the line of the Rumford Falls & Buckfield

Railroad, which would thus

outlet to Portland and furnish railroad facilities
to a new tier of towns. The road is now in operation from Mechanic Falls to Canton, twenty-seven and a half miles, and the proposed
extension would make a line ol about fifty
miles.
secure

a new

_

Roller Skating Rink.
The Roller Skating Rink which gave so
much pleasure last winter, opened for thig'season, under the new management last evening.
The ball was handsomely decorated with flag3,

Japanese lanterns and bunting, while electric
lights illuminated the spacious apartment
handsomely. The passenger elevator in the
rear of the building carried the guests to the
third floor. Music was furnished by the rink
band and Mr. Reed attended closely to the
comfort and enjoyment of his patrons, of whom
The room
there was a large number present.
has been thoroughly repaired and the floor put
in fine condition. The new Winslow Vinyard
roller skates were used and delighted every-

body.

___

UniversaliBt Sunday School at Stevens’
Plains.
According to the last reports, the Sabbath

presiding judge.

Stront & Holmes for plff.
T. H. Haskell for deft?.

School at Stevens’ Plains, is in a flourishing
condition. ;There has been an average attendance during the year of one hundred and
six, with eighteen teachers; and nearly six
hundred volumes in the library. The officers
are as follows:
Superintendent—C. B. Varney.
Assistant Superintendent—David Torrey.

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Thursday.—Geo. H. Miller. IntoricatiOD. Sixty

days In county jail.

Miles Clark and Jehu Kalethia. Intoxication.
Fined $6 and Vi costs Paid.
Stephen Carroll and Wm. A. Fields. Ma’ieious
mischief. Fined $5 and Vi costs.
The Late Oliver H. Davis.
The members of the polioe department of the
to pay a fitting tribcity of Portland, desiring
of their deceased
ute of respect to the memory
associate, Oliver H. Davis, have
Resolved, That while the death of so loyal a
and so faithful a
Citizen so upright a maD,
his loss is
a calamity,
public officer is always
Ever sincere,
to ua a nersonal bereavement.
whose
Nestor
the
was
lie
Simple and sagacious,
to whom we
counsels prevailed among us, and
of
our
measure
gave with one accord the full
We rejoice
esteem, respect and reverence.
that the fullness of days was his, that he might
do so well his share of the world s work, and
that there will remain to us forever the helpful memory of the good life of Uncle Oliver.
Resolved That a copy of these resolutions
he sent to the sorrowing family of the deceased
Freeman T. Merrill, )
l Committee.
John Massurk,
Alkxa2W£K Bell,
)

LITTA.

Mile. Litta, w ho will make her first bow to
a Portland audience this evening, is a Chicago
girl, whe having received instruction from the
bestmasteis, joined the Strakosch opera troupe
as one of the prima donne. Of late Mile. Litta
has devoted herself to conoerts, and on this ocbe supported by Miss Annie E.

casion will

contralto; Signor Baldanza, tenor;
Herr Bereghy, basso; Herr Blumenburg, violoncellist; and Mr. Joseph Harrison, pianist
and accompanist. There is no doubt Portland
Theatre will be filled by a large and fashionable audience. >
Beere,

DUPREZ & BENEDICT.

This minstrel troupe are old favorites in
Portland and always give .a good show. Consequently City Hall will be filled tonight. The
Worcester Gazette says: “Their entertainment
at the theatre last evening was highly enjoyed
by a large audience and there is promise of
another good house and another good show
this

evening.”

PATIENCE.

The following will be the cast of “Patience’*
at City Hall, Thanksgiving:
Duks.W. H. Fessenden
The Colonel.L. J. Brine
The Major.Jas. Graham
The

Bantho'rne. J. A. Gilbert
Grosreuor.He11! Pepper
Patience.Gertrude Franklin
Lady Angela....... ..Bose Dana
Lady Sapbir.Emily Cameron
YOUTH.

NOTES.

Mr. Charles R. Thorne, Sr., the actor, has
been alarmingly ill with gout of the stomach,
but the latest reports indicate recovery.
Mr. William Warren, the veteran comedian,
attained the age of 70 years on Friday last, on
which day there was left at his home in behalf
of tbe Boston Museum Company, a circular
salad bowl of solid beaten silver, lined with
gold, and suitably inscribed. Accompanying
the bowl were a salad spoon and fork of beaten
gold. Mr. Warren acknowledged the gift in a
letter which was posted in the green-room of
i the theatre.

History of Woodstock, Maine.
Dr. William B. Lapham, editor of the Maine
has just issued from the press of
Stephen Berry of this city, in a volume of three
hundred and fifteen pages, bound in cloth, a
very excellent and complete history of the
town of Woodstock. Town histories are alway8
unprofitable to the author, but very valuable
to his townsmen and to the general historian,
and exceedingly interesting to the public when
they preserve, as does this, ancedotes of in'
dividuals which illustrate the manners and
characteristics of our ancestors. The Doctor
was a native of the town, and the work was a
labor of love to him. It is eighty-four years
since the first clearing was made, and sixtyseven since it was incorporated as a town, and
of those who participated in the organization
the last have passed away. It is interesting to
note how many familiar names occur in the
history, showing that the children of the early
townsmen have found homes in our city as

C. M. Record.
Treasurer—MrB. C. S. Pierce.
M. Goodrich.
C.
Librarian—Miss
Assistant Librarian—Miss E. L. Pierce and
W. F. Goodrich.

Secretary—Miss

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate have
been

reported:

Portland—George W. Edmond

to Catherine
C. Edmond, land and buildings corner Green
and Portland Btreets.
Westbrook—Alvin Leighton to William H.
Morrill, land and buildings.
M. G. H.

I1

Sale.
The sale to be given by the young ladies of
the Unitarian societies takes place today, afternoon and evening, at Mercantile
Library
Room, Farrington Block. By some mistake
the date was given 23 November instead of

24.

Like all New

England

towns, Woodstock has sent out its children
broadcast over
themselves in

the land to make homes for
favored
more
spots, and

wherever they may have settled, we are sure
they will hail with delight this story of their
native town and of their old townspeople.
Space will not permit a summary of the narrative, but it is a familiar picture of early New
England life, with its struggle with the wilderness, its pinching economy, hard labor, scanty
schooling, clearing of forests and building of
roads; its long journeys to markets, its forest

fires, and sufferings in the frequently recurring
was
Woodstock
times.
early and
prominent in the Washingtonian movement,
and the result was prosperity, and a rolling off
of the burden of debt that had hung over the

inhabitants. This is a significant comment on
the argument that freetrade in liquor would
make prosperity in business. The town has
given one governor to the State, in the person
of Sidney Perham, and many distinguished
names are found in these pages.
We find here answered a question often asked as to why so many of our Oxford towns were
It Seems the old comnamed after old tunes.
poser Maxim was in the habit of naming his
He composed “Woodtunes after the towns.
stock” at a wedding feast, where it was sung
with great unction by the guests.
Hallowell,
Hebron, Turner and Buckfield were also hon-

ored by his compositions.
The following is so connected with
history that we give it in lull:

our

own

HUNTING FOB BURIED TREASURE.

“Old Doctor Bryant, one of the first two settlers of Woodstock, also called from his rootdigging propensity, Dr. “Digeo,” was a firm
He also bebeliever in ghosts and witches.
lieved that Jewell’s Island, in Casco Bay, was
the place where Capt. Kidd deposited his money, and he often went there and searched for
it. His idea was that Capt. Kidd, after burying his treasure, made one of bis men swear to
guard it, and then killed him and buried him
above the iron chest containing the gold.
When an; one searching for the gold struck
the chest, the sentinel ghost would always
make some demonstration to frighten him
away. If the searcher could only hold his
peace and keep on with the work he would
succeed; but if be was frightened into speaking
broken and all
a word, the charm would be
Dr. Bryant once told in the
would be lost.
hearing of the writer how he and Hector
Fuller, a colored man, once went to
Island fully
determined
to
brave
the
everything and bring away the coveted
treasure.
themselves
So,
nerving
by
the free use of elixir vital and laying in a
little store in case of need, they proceeded to
the Island. Observing all the required formalities, they commenced to dig, the moon
After digging
shining brightly the while.
down several feet, one of them took the crowbar and striking into the earth at the bottom
of the pit, it hit upon something that had a
decided metallic ring, when instantly there
appeared in the hole they had made, a sow
with a family of pigs.
They understood this
to be a demonstration of the guard, and resolved to stand their ground, but the animal
became ferocious and caught one of the diggers by the leg, which brought from him a
profane ejaculation, when lo and behold, the
animal and her family disappeared, the pit
was filled up and they found themselves sitting upon the shingly beach with the tide waListeners to
ter almost touching their feet.
this marvelous story generally believed it was
an hallucination caused by their potations, but
nothing would so offend the Doctor as to hint
at such a thing.”
poverty

Maine we select the

or

eariy

a ays in

following;

LOOK

The family sketches are very full and will
afford infinite satisfaction to all interested.
Nineteen pages of fine type are devoted to the
diary of Stephen Chase for the years 1801 to
1806, and almost as much more to the complete
It closes with a complete incensus bf 1870
dex of names. The book is illustrated with a
picture of Bryant’s Pond and portraits of lead-

ing

Only
printed.

men.

been

three hundred copies have

Mrs. Abigail Swett.
The above named lady died early Wednesday
morning, Nov. 22d, at her residence near Presumpseot Falls, in Falmouth, in the one hunof her age. Her maiden name
and she was born Oct. U,
1788, near Pride’s Bridge, in what is now
Westbrook, where she lived until 1805, when
she was married by Parson Bradley to James
Swett, and came with her husband to Falmouth to live. For the last seventy-seven
dredth

was

year

Abigail Pride,

years her home has been in the neighborhood
where she died. Her father was William
Pride, who was a Revolutionary soldier, and
who served through the war without injury.
Her husband served as a lieutenant in the war
of 1812 and after wards I held a captain’s commission in the First Regiment of Massachusetts Infantry, from which he was honorably
discharged April 19,1819. Although her husband d led in 1846, Mrs. Swett has been a pensioner only since 1871. She has been the
mother of ten children, only two of whom
still survive—William, aged 68, and Jeremiah,
She retained her faeula few years younger.
ties to a remarkable degree until a short time
before her death, and was able te recall many
incidents of her early life, beside* tales relating to Revolutionary and Indian times. She
has been a woman of strong character and remarkable good sense, a kind neighbor, willing
to help in siokness and in every good work. In
1839 she united with tha First Congregational
church in Falmouth, of which she was a
worthy member. She realized the unusual opwas ready
portunities of her advanced age and
to go when her time of departure came.
Her funeral will occur at 2 o’clock this
afternoon at her late residence in Falmouth.

AT
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AUCTION

Fire and Marine Insurance

Agency,

Losses

•

Promptly Settled

Black

Satin

fjgl^lnsurance

Rhadamas

of

very*nice quality, only
$1.25 ; usual price of this
grade $1.75.
Very best Ball Tarn only 8c.A job lot of Children’s
Fine Hose, finished seams,
been used for samples, at
the low price of 25 cts,
usual price 50 cts. These
are all medium sizes, 61-2

New York and Boston Directors, having a
headquarters in Gloucester. It is claimed that
by the power of their influence on the fisher'

they have secured a practical monopoly
in the supply of halibut, and that the Atlantic
Halibut Company, in order to secure existenoe,
is obliged to co-operate with them. As an
instance of the profits of the New England
Halibut Co., it is said that last^year they securedja dividend of 86 cents a box on every box of
halibut the dealers used, this being in addition
to the regular profits on the sales. The mem-

at

—

as

be

placed in this agency
any agency in Portland JP9I

can

low rates

as

PROMPT, POPULAR AND PROGRESSIVE;
SOLID AND SUCCESSFUL.

OF LONDON.

ORGANIZED

BLANKETS.
We have

large lot ot fine
Blankets slightly
a

all wool

Attractive China and Glass.
The Boston correspondent of the Hingham
Journal (than whom no one knows Boston bet-

damaged, that

we are sell-

ing

very cheap. We would
ask any one to examine
the above extra good bar-

ter for a generation back) gives this well deserved notice of a leading house, which our
readers will do well to visit, whether they pur-

OF

Subscribed

Capital,
Capital paid up in Cash,
Net Fire Surplus.
•
TOTAL ASSETS,

$10,000,006
$3,000,000
$$,063,133

Capital paid

$7,063,135

regarded as a thorough business man,
exercising care and prudence in all department
of his business.
much of it

as

It is

you

or

OF

Middle

253
no24

Street.
dtf

1,1882.

paid
Claims.$373,063
Surplus as regards Policyholders..1,100,333.00
TOTAL ASSETS,
$1,573,291.00

ORGANIZED 1869.
Siiltncit Ju. 1, 1882.

QUILTS.

1 f.ot at 8*c,
«
1
$1.20
“
1
1.S7
•“

1
1

CASH

usual price $1.37
“
“
1.75
3.00
“
“
5.00
“
“
7.00

2.87
3.75

“

Call and

the best bargain In
Quilts you ever looked at.
see

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claims...$278,943.05
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders $860,051.03

Westchester Fire Ins.

STUDLEY,
MIDDLE

ORGANIZED 1067.

EStatement Jan.;l, 1883.

STATEMENT JAN. 1,1882.

$300,000

CASH CAPITAL,

All invested in United 8taces Bands.
for Unearned Fremioms,
Unpaid Losses and other Claims....$427,060.17
Net Surplus as regards Polio’ -holders $476,041.71

Acme Club, Imperial Club, New and
all the best make of Skates for ladies
and gentlemen at bottom prices.

BAILEY,

ial attention to the details, this agency has
kept pace with the growth of the business
in this city, until now its operatjpns are widely extended and its reputation firmly estab-

this day farmed
undersigned
under the style of
THEnership,

MIDDLE

nov24_
COPARTNERSHIP.
haye

ST.

1, 1882.

OF BOSTON.

ORGANIZED
STATEMENT JAN.

ART

et

9

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT. Algernon Stubbs
WORK and ARTISTS’ MATERIALS my specialties.

Old stand of Stubbs

We have just received a large invoice
of

HANDKERCHIEFS

26

Bros.,

Temple St., Portland, He.

oci23

Cash

T«TAL

Capital/ $200,000

ASSETS,

LSS. CO..

TIKE

1873.

1, 1882.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and Other Claims
$137,308.72
Net Surplus as regards Policy-holders.
.274,478.46

$894,561,49

Assets,

$411,787.17

Gloucester,

Mass-

ORGANIZED 1806.

•

STATEMENT
CASH

JANUARY
CAPITAL

1, 1882.

Consignments solicite

m.

TOTAL ASSETS

*on

I>ollcy'hol<i*rf-• ..
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■

....

marine:

The Delaware Mntnal
Of

OF

THE

a.

r .r

$139,704.08

.

Safety Ids. Co.

Pmiadelpliia

Total Assets

In

Storer Brothers’ building, Middle St.,

THURSDAY EVENING, NOV. 23
Renovated, Repaired

and Decorated.

skate

in

be

to

ular entrance

on

to
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at
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Rink
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over
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CHRISTMAS
CARDS.
A

Large and Elegant

HOSE.

FRAM B.
Bookseller and

EASTMAN" BROS.

to

dtf

Nov.

Friday,

24,

We shall sell 50 Dozen Ladies’ Fine Ribbed
Wool Hose, Finished Seams, at 28 cts. per
Pair. Goods that would be cheap at 38 cts.

BAILEY &

CARDS

& BANCROFT.

readygat

Booksellers, Stationers,
AND

Blank Book Manufacturers.

Owen,
uoy24

Moore &

507 and 500

Congress

Co.,

Street.

Wholesale Dealers
—

PAPER

Es.tSSS

$6.00 Wool Blankets, large, for
$4.50.
Misses’ Colored Merino Hose, 12
1-2 cts., worth 25 cts.
Ladies’ and Misses Colored Cashmere Hose, 37 1-2 cts. worth
75 cts.

492 cfc 494

Table Damask, 25, 37, 42, 50.
oct31

474 CONGRESS ST.
dim

$2.00, $2.50,$3.00 Gossamer Rubber Circulars for $1.25, $1.50,
$2.00.

Call early and avail yourself of
this chance before these bargains

GOOD STORAGE
Eclectic Medical Society*
Semi-Annual Meeting of the Maine Eclectic

Maine

THE

Medical Society will be held at the De Witt
House, in the City of Lewiston, on Wednesday, December the8th, 1882, at 10o’clock a. m..members
and friends are requested to be present. Per order,
<7* L. YTE1QHT, Secretary,a
r
no2I02w*

—
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—

CARR I AG-SiS,
Can

—

Curtains,
Opaque Shadings,-

Cloth
dlt

BOOTS.

Ladies’ Embroidered Unlaundried
Handkerchiefs, 25 cts. worth

Congress St.

IN

HANGINGS,
Fixtures

—

50 cts.

ho2

NOYES,

as-

CHRISTMAS

now

Stationer,

515 CONGRESS ST.

to

at

CLARK,

nov6
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JUST OPENED.

Two million Dollars.

LADIES’

Tick-

ets

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Assortment

eodSw

noY

Skate**

the

OWEN, MOORE & GO.

Pa.!

ALLEN, JR., 28 EXCHANGE ST.

WM.

—

Portland Roller Skating Rink!

For the coining Holiday Season
making extensive preparations which will enable ns to exhibit a stock far superior to any
ever before shown in Maine.
As a special feature we have
opened au elegant Card Department, and to properly introduce
it, and also to induce people to
visit our store frequently, the following liberal offer will be made
viz:
Three cash premiums amounting to one hundred dollars will be
given for the first, second, and
third most original, neatest, and
artistic arrangement of cards in
one of the Elegant Albums which
we offter at $2.50 each, (a very low
price for the quality) to parties
wishing to compete for the above
premiums, ffe do not make It
obligatory that the cards shall be
purchased of us, but shall have
such an assortment and at such
reasonable prices that all who examine the stock carefully will
find it for their interest to make
selections from our stock. The
completed books must be deliver
ed at our store before Dec. 16, when
three impartial and well qualified judges will decide upon their
respective merits.
Probably an
exhibition of the whole collection
will be arranged for while in our
possession. It will readily be seen
that this is an opportunity for the
exercise of much taste and artistic skill. Work which will be fascinating to all who try it, and for
which liberal reward will be given to
those who excel. Parties
who do not secure a premium will
have a book which will be worth
much more than the original cost.
Books and cards are now ready
for inspection, Parties who are
unable to visit the city may have
books and cards sen
O. D., by
express, with privilege of returning any not wanted.
we are

is Represented at this Agency.

RE-OPENING
—

FIFTY DOLLARS FOB THE BEST.
THIRTY DOLLARS FOR THE SECOND:
TWENTY DOLLARS FOR THE THIRD.

n0v22

eodtf.

which we shall display MUSIC EVERY E
the RINK BIND.
in our Fancy Goods The New “Winslow
Vineyard Roller
easiest running
the
used.
world, will
this
morndepartment
SPECIAL NOTICE"!—In addition
the regMiddle street, Passenger
at
which
the
prices
vator, entrance
ing,
building, will
carrvpatrons
the
7
o’clock.
floor,
OF ADMISSION s-Single
cannot fail to please. PRICES
26 cents; Package Tickets,
$1.0®. AfterUse
noons,
SESSIONS:—Afternoons,
4.30; Evenings,
To early Holiday 7.80
10.
13?*An Instructor present
every session
beginners.
purchasers, this is an sistnol5d8m
H. E. REED, manager.
seldom
opportunity
offered, and we ask an
examination and com-

parison.

octfldH

$100,000

Reser.ed for Unearned Premiums. Unpaid Losses and other Claims.

GOODS,

Consisting of Engravings, Photographs and Colored Pictures of
the latest publications, which
are very finely executed.
Picture framing in ail the latest
styles. Art Novelties, no end to
FINE
GOLD GIL r
variety.

$500,000.00

GLOUCESTER

copart-

a

NOTICE.
JUST R
E’VED!
com

Total

dlmo

Burbank, Denglau Sc Co.
and taken the store No. 242 Middle St. f.rmerlr occupied by True, Douglass & Co., where they
will continue the wholesale and retail Crockery business.
ALBERT L. BURBANK.
ROBERT DOUGLASS.
D
I Lincoln b. loring.
arm
Not.
nov24dlw
Portland,
23,1382.

A

PRESCOTT INSURANCE CO.,

OF PHILADELPHIA.

STATEMENT JAN.

Bonds.

TOTAL ASSETS.£900,936.29

UNION INSURANCE COMPANY.
1804.

$200,000.00.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
U npaid Losses and other Claims.$243,064.09
Net Snrplns as regards Policy-holders .667, 892.20

$902,091.88

Organized

■

All invested in United States

Reserve

Capital

$870,430.49

OF BUFFALO, N. Y.

ORGANIZED 1838.

dtf

G. L.

TOTAL ASSETS

ST.

n»v24

1, 1883.
CAPITAL, $500,000.00.

Couip’y BUFFALO CERIUM INS. CO.,

0E NEW YORK.

CASH CAPITAL,

July

Reserve for Vnearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claims.$198,750.49
Net Snrplns as regards Policy-holders..680,680.00

$1,128,991.08

TOTAL ASSETS,

TOTAL ASSETS

253

Statement

CASH CAPITAL, $400,000.00

We have just closed out at a great
sacrifice a large lot of fine
Marseilles Quilts.
Some of
them beiug slightly soiled, we
shall oiler the entire lot at
about half price, and this Is
the best value we have ever
been able to offer.

221

_

$1,132,485.64

■

OF MANCHESTER, N. II.

ORGANIZED 1868.

to any amount, second to none in the country.
By the careful and prompt manner in which
his business has been conducted, giving espec-

AD VER1. SEMENTS

$300,000.00.

•

New Hampshire Fire Ins. Go.,

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claims.... $325,666.99
Net Surplus as regards Polioy-holders.$568,894.50

NEW

TOTAL ASSETS

Of Newark, N. J,

Wm. Allen, Jr., of 28 Exchange street. Mr.*
Allen represents aggregate insurance assets of

ment.

1853.

Reserve lor Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid losses and other Claims.(365,098.36
Net Surplus as regards Policy-holders. ..767,387.29

Net

Cash

First class business is solicited and can be
placed in this agency at the lowest rates, consistent with the hazard involved in the risk
assumed, while anything with a tinge of moral hazard is not wanted, and is respectfully deSee advertiseclined before presentation.

CASH CAPITAL,

Losses and other

and that you can afford to carry.
One of the
largest agencies engaged in the business of fire
and marine insurance in the State is that of

lished. All losses have been paid with prompt
ness and there has never been a case of litigation—always discharging the important trusts
committed to them with great fidelity, and to
the complete satisfaction of all concerned.

PA.

STATEMENT JANUARY 1,1882.

ReserTe for Unearned Premiums, Un-

good thing to have as
your property is worth,

millions of dollars, in some of the
most standard English and American companies of the world, and he is enabled to present
to the public facilities for effecting insurance

PHILADELPHIA,

ORGANIZED

Subscribed Capital,.$3,060,000
Capital paid up in Cash,.$1,000,000

a

nearly thirty

0. W. ATJ.f

BAILBY,

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merohafl*
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock *•

$3,598,464.00.

GIRARD FIRE INS. COMPANY,

(LIMITED.)
OF LONDON.

Statement Jan.

660,000

$2,265,111.

TOTAL ASSETS,

The Fire Insurance Association

STUDLEY,

consideration
who wishes

to be

Salesroom IS Exchange St*

Prize Card Alta Exhibition.

$5,500,000.

up In Cash,

NET FIRE SURPLUS

ORGANIZED 1880.

has been swept away by fire; it gives a man a
feeling of security and encourages a greater
exertion, knowing that his accumulation can
be preserved to him, and is of sufficient im-

portance to receive the careful
and Bacred thought of every man

F. O. BtlLDY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Mercfeute

STATEMENT JAN. 1, {1882

1882.

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL,

gains.

Fifty years ago the dealers in china, glass
and ear them ware made but little display of
their merchandise, and the stores devoted to
the sale of such goods were unattractive externally and internally. Great rough crates and

NORWICH, ENG.

ORGANIZED 1797.

1831.

chase or not:

year it becomes more of a necessity and takes a higher step in relation to the
commercial world. It endorses for you; it advances you money to commence anew when all

SOUND,

a.

GUARDIAN ASSURANCE GO., Norwich Union Fire Ins. Society
Statement Jan. 1

F. Foster is in town for a few
He leaves for Duluth next Monday.

ings. Every

flit.,

on
corner
Commercial street
on,
Central Wharf, recently occupied by J. F. Randall
& Co. Lot 25x100 feet, with right in common to
the lot 26x100 feet more. This lot is situated in the
centre of the business street of Portland. Sale poe>
itive.
V. O. BAILEY dr CO., AnctiMeen.
no22
dtd

W. O.

usual price $2.00. This
is a grand good bargain.
Call and see them.

George

Insurance is the safeguard of traffic.
It enables a rich man to keep rich and a poor man
to count with certainty on his gains and sav-

—

TUESDAY, Nov. 28, at 11 o’clock
m., wa
shall sell the valuable lot with material tbereONsituated
the
of
and

•

At $1.25 Each.

Boston, Is very ill at the residence of Rev. W,
H. Fenn in this city.

WHAT INSURA NCB DOBS.

ON

-FOR THE HOLIDAYS—

Personal.
His many friends were delighted to see Mr.
Payson Tucker out again yesterday.
Rev. Dr. Manning of the Old South chnrch,

Fire and Marine Insurance.

0

LEADING ENGLISH & AMERICAN COMPANIES

Exchange are to a large
in the New England Halibut

ALLEN, JR.

_d3t

Comm erolal

to 71-2.

Company.

WM.

consignment.
Springs. Sold»

Three second hand Harnesses.
V. O. BAII.EY A CO., Auctioneer*.
no23

and Paid at this Office.

I take pleasure in again presenting to the public the annual Statements of th
Insurance Companies represented at|this Agency. They are

bers of the late Fish

the passages, and
jagged ofhogsheads blocked
musty hay littered the floors. Such
heaps
old houses as Otis Nercress & Co., Hay & Atkins, Mellen & Co., and later, A T. Hall &
Co. were among the largest wholesale houses,
while the retail trade was largely confined to
Btreets.
Washington and Hanover
The
first house in the trade to make an artiBtic disof
windows
the
in'its
elegant produotions
play
of foreign and domestic manufacture was
the firm of Jones, McDuffee & Stratton, successors to the old house of Otis Norcross & Co.
To-day their spacious store is one of the most
noted features of business Boston, and the
really artistic arrangement of their superb
goods attracts the attention of every passer
through Federal street. The Centennial Exhibition marked the change from white to the
revival of colored patterns, and never were the
dealers more taxed to keep stocks up to the demand than in this season.

Leather Trimmed, Light aad

BY AUCTION.

tion of the Boston Fish Exchange were to bold
an indignation meeting at their City Hall last
night to wage war on another. The New
England Halibut Company was organized
about sixteen years ago and is managed by

days.

AUCTION.

We shall sell, on Saturday, Nov. 25, at 10 o’elock
at Horse and
*•
Carriage Mart, Plum street:
Black Horse, 10years old, will weigh 1060 lie., is
kind in all harness, will work anywhere, extra geed
roadar, has no tricks. Can be seen at the Mart. Plus

VALUABLE STORE SITE

The Boston Fish Bureau.

reported the people of Gloucester,
elated by their success in securing the dissolu-

extent interested

CARRIAGES AND HARNESSES
BY

to close
One Top Buggy, on Brewster
close consignment.
Two second hand Phaetons.
Two seoond hand Top Baggies.
Ten (TO) New Harnesses.

PORTLAND, ME.

•

SALES.

stylish jobs, must be sold

WM. ALLEN JR..
28 EXCHANGE ST.,

HORSES,

street.
Two Work Horses.
Three Phaetons, full

—

THESE
PRICES.

LOO CABINS.

“Mrs. Lucretia Nutting, who died a year or
two ago in Perham, Aroostook county, at a
great age, came into Woodstock to work when
she was quite young and when the settlers
In conversation with the writwere but few.
er a short time before her death, she spoke of
her impressions when she first came to this
town. It was after dark when she came up
by the old, then the new county road, and she
said she saw occasionally what appeared to her
to be stackB of bay
placed at intervals
along the road, but on passing them again in
the day time, she found they were the huts of
the settlers.
They were built of logs and covered with bark, and not much larger than
moderate sized stacks of hay, yet it was in
these same huts that many of the staunch and
representative men of the town wore born.”

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

I N SURA NOE !!

It is

hard

me

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

chief attractions to W. L. Wilson & Co.

Hon.

Farmer,

well as elsewhere.

W. L. Wilson & Co.,
have acquired a reputation that reaches to the
extreme boundaries of Maine, not only as dealers in the best groceries that can be brought,
but also for keeping on band all those delicacies
that are usually found in only the largest citiesAs Thanksgiving approaches they have seen fit
to lay in a stock that will especially please th
lovers of good things. The very best fruits;
exquisite marmalades;; Swiss oheeses of all
kinds; fancy cream cheeses and the palatable
Brie cheese; all kinds of French vegetables;
mushrooms, which add so much to the flavor
of meats; jellies and preserves that melt in the
mouth; sweet corn, packed whole ears, which
is something very novel; and, in fact it would
be almost impossible to enumerate all the delicacies. The visitor to the store finds himself
embarrassed among the riches that surround
him. Many a Thanksgiving table will owe its

men

“Youth,” the great spectacular drama,
which has had such a run at Boston Theatre,
will be produced Monday night at Portland
Theatre. The scenic effects have been prepared especially to fit our stage, and a large
corps of supernumeraries will be employed.

xo uiUBiraie

or

sonable.
The Court ruled that as consignee’s the defendants were not liable, but that they were liable as

consignors

over

these lines.

Some used for Rheumatism, General Debility,
Asthma, Nervous Debility and Nervous Prostration, &c. Not one but has been benefitted,

These beds are for sale by J. H.
201 Middle street, Portland, Me.

Tuesday evening,

his lares and

KuBAKOirF,*the Pine great remedy and lun2
healer, instantly relieves and actually cures
coughs, colds, asthma, consumption, as no
oct27FM&W3m
other can.

1}RDNCHITW.

The 'Longshoremen’s Scciety will hold its
annual ball at City Hall,
and Chandler’s Band will

A

New Pannier Skirts and Alaska Down Busnov.22d3t
tles, at H. I. Nelson & Co’s.

who may call
nov21

The Boston Post says:j’'If the city of Montreal will cancel a debt of $600,000 due from
the Grand Trunk Railway Company, the latter will build a $300,000 depot in the city of
Montreal. This is equivalent to paying 50
cents on the dollar. The Grand Trunk can do
better than that.”
The ball to be given at Grand Army Hall,
by Steamer No. 3, on Thanksgiving Ere, will
be a delightful affair.
The 3’s’ boys are celebrated for their excellent dances.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA:

be had at

Horse and Carriage Mart, Plum St.
no2S
d2w

all gone.

J. M. Dyer & Co
ocW7

51i;CON

ESS ST.
a*,

«edtf

If you wish to save money and become rich buy your Boots and
Shoes of WYER GREENE & CO.
If you or your children wish to be
kindly and gentlemanly treated
go to WYER GREENE & CO.’S,
480 Congress Street.
If you wish to have your feet pronto WYER GREENE
If you have enlarged Joints or Ingrowing Nails buy your Boots
and Shoes of WYER GREENE
& CO.
If your Shoe dealer “don’t give
you good wearing goods” tell
him you will go to

Wyer Greene & Co.,
480

Congress Street*

THE PEOPLE’S SHOE STORE.
0087
FUSWtf

andh

FANCY GOODS.
Merchants

cordially

visitingvthe city

are

invited to examine our
Stock, Which will be sold at LOW
PRICES as Wholesale or Retail.

BAILEY & NOYES
Exchange[Street, Portland.

nol6dlJy29

MILLINERY.
As I propose to close out ray whole stock, ladle,
will find it to their advantage to secure some of th.
goods offered, a. they will nil bo sold (with the exception of the latest novelties) at

WHOLESALE PRICES.
The Stock consists of Plushes, Iiibbons, Fren*
Flowers, Ostrich and faucy feathers. A very fln*
assortment of mourning goods, and a variety at
shapes in hats and bonnets.

P. F£MALD.
5.U 1-2 Congress St.

E.
U0Y2O

3

0

of the late James Swett, aged 99 years 1 month
and 00 dpys.
[Funeral service this Friday afternoon at 2o'olk,
at her late residence, Falmouth.
In Canton. Nov. 3, Mrs. Dolly Bradbury, aged 87
years 3 months,—widow of the late Thomas Bradbury.

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS.

MARINE

NEWS.

■ ■

THURSDAY. Not. 23.

Sch Liberator, Jackson, Deer Isle.

Gentlemen’s

Business

Steamship Franconia, Bennett, New York—Henry

Gentlemen’s

Dress

Steamer NettleBwortb, (Br) Thorn, Pictou, NS.
Sch Nahum Chapin, Arey, Buenos Ayres—W

C R Milliken.
Sch Grace

Andrews, Andrews, Cardenas—Isaac

Emery.
Sch Canton, Whittier, Baltimore—Nutter, Kim-

Absolutely Pure
This powder neve: varies. A marvel of purirv.
strength and whoiesomenesB. More economical
hau the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the miltitiide of low test, short weight,
alma or phosphate powders.
•Sold only in cans. Royal Baking PowdebCo.?
New Fork
febl8d&wly

ball &Co.
Sch Sarah Hunter, (Br) Mowry, St John, NB—
Gallagher & Co.
Sch Oriental, (Br) Wallace, Port Gilbert, NS—F
Yeatou Sc Co.
Sch Freeman, Torrey, S W Harbor—N Blake.
Sch Nellie Eaton, Ashford, Calais—N Blake.
Sch Ohio, Smith, Vinalhaven—N Blake.
Sch Minnie Chase, Gray, Castine—N Blake.
Sch Martin W Bates,-, East Booth bay-N
Blake.
Sch Superior, Adams, Wiscasset—N Blake.
SAILED—Brig Belle Prescott; sch Sarah Sc Ellen*
Robt Byron, and Maud.

Shipbuilding—Messrs Skolfield, Brunswick,
the materials for

getting together

a

1600 tons.
A steam whaler

THE

BEST THING KNOWN

™

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLO WATER.
LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZTNGLY, and gives universal satisfaction,
family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is tho
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
*AVKS

JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.
Fweow

The Democratic party of Virginia is based on
Fander-mental principles.—New Orleans Picayune.
Mr. R. B. Askew, late Assistant Postmaster
at Baltimore, said some time ago:—“Having
had occasion to try Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup, I

unhesitatingly

pronounce it the best remedy I
have ever used. A small bottle relieved me of
a severe cold.”

Conversation overheard in the horse cars the
other day: Edith—“Are my shoes crocheted?’
Mother—“Certainly not, my dear.” Edith—
“They are black, ain’t they?” Mother—“Yes,
that is undoubtedly true.” Edith (triumphantly)—“Well, then, isn’t thatcrow Bhade?”
Silence on the part of the stern relative.—Boston Courier.
Horsford'a Acid. Phosphate
s very valuable for professional men.
It supplies the phosphates which is always lost by
severe mental labor.
There is not room for a broad grin on the
faoe that is pinched by poverty.—New Orleans

Picayune.

THE HORSE KICKED HIM.
The horse is j, noble animal, and one of the
best friends of man. Yet no man wants even
his best friend to kick him in tho back. Mr.
Libby, of Lowell, Maes., received such a kick
from a horse in 1865. Ever since he has been
a martyr to spinal
suffering. Perry Davis’s
Pain Killer has relieved him from a great
deal of agODy. While he has been usinv this
valuable remedy he has enjoyed his life as
he never could have done otherwise. “Accidents will happen.” Provide against them by
procuring Pain Killer,
It is rather better on the whole to make a
pursuit of law than to let the law make a pursuit of you.—The Judge.
In the Hop Plaster are united Fresh Hops
Cams and Balsams, and its powers are won
derfnl in curing Back Ache, Sprains, Braises,
Neuralgia, Pain in the Side or Soreness anyThousands testify to this.

The owner of

fur-lined circular considers it
reckless extravagance to keep it buttoned so
tight that one end won’t blow back and show
the iur.—Philadelphia Chronicle-Herald,
a

healthy appetite, .prevent malarial
dlseaees, by nsing Brown’s Iron Bitters.
Create

are

aoout

Launched—At Bath 2Gth, by A Sewall A Co,
ship W F Babcock, 2,130 tons, owned by the bnilders and others of Bath and to *?e commanded by
Capt Jas F Murphy.
By Goss, Sawyer, Sc Co, 26th, schr Florence J Allen, 482 tons, owned by Capt L H Soule, (who is to
command her) and others.
At Belfast 23d, by D W Dyer, schr Martinique,
253 tons, (carpenter’s measuro) owned by parties at
Bucksport and New York, and to be commanded bv
Capt Sylvanue Lowell of Bucksport.
MfiMOBANDA

a

A PennBjlvanian has invented a new rat-trap
with a mirror in one end of it. If it doesn’t
catch the rat, he guarantees that it will catch
the reflection while the rat is eating the cheese.
—Lawience American.
Hale’s Honey of Horehonnd and Tar for
and colds Irak reached the pinnacle of
fame.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.

congas

Baby has just told a fib. “Ob, how naughty it
is to tell a lie!"’ said the mother. “God will be
much troubled,” The child, after some reflection—“I won’t tell him, mamma; I won’t say
my prayer tc-nigbt.”—French lie.

DOMESTIC! PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO- Ar 22d, ship Gen Knox. Henry, Baltimore (June 27.)
APALACHICOLA—Ar 13th. sebs Lettie Wells,
Warr. St Croix; Jennie Lockwood, Poland, from
Key West.
Cld 14th, sch Fannie L Child, Hart, Boston.
NEW ORLEANS-Ar 17th. sch Mathilda Kranz,
Rich, Bangor.
PORT EADS—Ar 22d, sch Hope Gower, Sargent,

Sedgwick.

purifier, Ayer’s Sarsaparilla acts direct
ly and promptly. A single bottle will prove
its merits. Many thousands of people are year
ly saved from dangerous fevers by the exercise
of a little timely care in properly cleansing the
system by the use of this remedy.
a

To a mcther-in-law who is returning from the
burial of her son-in law—“It seems to me that
you do not regret his death very much.” “Ah,”
she replied with a sigh, “I was sorry enough
for him while ho lived!”—From the French.

Kurakoff, the lung healer, and great Pine
remedy contains neither opiates nor narcotics.
Free samples to actual sufferers. C. A. Lewis
& Co., 42 Vesey St., N. Y.
“How can I permanently remove an indelible grease spot from a broadcloth coa' ?” George.
—“A6k your girl how she removes the grease
spots from the wall paper behind the sofa after
you leave; the same nieparation ought to do
it.”—Philadelphia News

Croup, Diphtheria

and

Whooping Cough get

prompt relief and rapid cure by the
Kurakoff, the wonderful Pine remedy.
Conversation between

use

of

grocer and a customer—“Three of these eggs were bad that you
gave me the other morning.” “Impossible.”
“Nevertheless, I say that they v ere stale.”
“You must have walked awful slow, then.
You couldn’t expect them to keep all day.”—
BostotfCourier.
a

What is needed is pure blood, as the influence of its purity upon the health cannot be
overestimated.
When it become impure it
gives rise to a large numbor of diseases, such
as

of

biliousness, sick headache, dyspepsia, loss
appetite, low spirits, nervousness, female

The success which has attended the use of Swedish Botanic Compound
warrants us to say that for purifying and enriching the blood, creating an appetite,

complaints,

Blackington,

strengthening and renovating the whole system, nothing surpasses that great remedy.

SC—Ar 22d, brig Mary T Kim-

WILMINGTON, NO

—

Ar

Falkej. Portland.

20fcb, sch Franconia,

RICHMOND—A r 20tb, sch Lizzie B Morse, Hall,
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 20tb, sch S M Bird, Bird,

New York.

NORFOLK—Ar 20th, barque Nipbon, Rogers,

Kennebec.
Cld 20th, sch D B Everett, McLain, New York.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar lstb, sch Spartan, Hodgdon, New Haven.
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, schs Willie S Higgins,
Jones, Boston; Isaac T Campbell, Matthews, Kennebec.
Ar 22d, barque Harriet S Jackson, Bacon, Bath.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, sebs H R Condon,
Brown, Kennebec; Allen Green. Nickerson, and
J M Haskell, Crowell, do: Senator Grimes, Freethy.

Calais.
Cld 21st, barque Eva H Fisk, Newell, for Havana;
sch Mary Williams, Reed, Portland.
Ar 22d, sebs Uranus, Clark, St John, NB; Enos B
Phillips, Megatblin. Kennebec; Wm Bement. Harris. Bowdoinham.
Cld 22d, brig Arcot, Cate, Boston.
WILMINGTON, DEL—Ar 21st, sch Montana.
Brown, Kennebec.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 19tb, sch La Volta, Whitmore, Bangor.
Sid 20th, Bch Helen J Holway.Thompson, Boston;
Cyrus Chamberlain, Hart, Providence.
NEW YORK—Ar 22d, barques H G Johnson, Colby, JLloiio 120 days; Havana, Bice, Havana; Louise
Adelaide, Orr. Portland via Gion Cove for Baltimore; scb6 L A Burnham. Harding, Danen; Marion
P Champlin, Freeman, Calais; J M Morales, Jordan,
Gardiner; S J Gilmore, Rhodes, and G W Glover,
Rockland; Veto, Robinson, do; Helen Thompson,
Stevens, Thomaston; Paragon, Smitb, New Bedford
Hattie Nickerson. Nickerson. Boston.
Cid 22d, sebs City of Ellsworth, Bonscy, Boston;
Henry Parker, Green, Baltimore.
Sid 23d, brig C A Sparks, for Cardenas.
Passed the Gate 22d, schs Hope Haynes, Meady,
from Amboy for Portland; A W Ellis, Baltimore for
New Haven; Cumberland, —.
NEW LONDON-Passed Little Gull 22d, barque
B Webster, Prince, from New York for Buenos
Ayres.
zza,

sj:u.initsliiury—Ar

Manufacturing

scu

Time will tell. Doctor (watch in one hand,
feeling patient’s pulse with the other)—“Ah!
Smith, you’ve been out. Y'ou’ve not been confining yourself to tea. Aud you’ve been smoking.” Smith—“Weil, sir, it’s no nse my going
agin that watch o’ yourn. Wonderful watch

Sims to know everythink! 1 Dever
seen none afore’t could tell ye more’n what o’clock it is!”—Loudon Fun.
she be!

“I owe my success m

cooking puddings, biscuits, doughnuts, dumplings, cakes, &c., to Congress Yeast Powder.
can’t say of

Below, sch Cathie C Berry.
Cld 22d. sch Agues 1 Grace, Small, King’s Ferry.
Cld 23d, schs Eagle Rock, Harding, for Galveston;
Carl D Lothrop, Snow, Bangor; A M Bird, Falee.
Rockland; Mary Sanford. Brown, Kennebec, to loud
for Washington; Mariel, Anderson, Poitland.
SALEM—Ar 22d, schs Bramhall, Hamilton, Raritan river for Portland; T Benedict, Crockett, from
Woodbridge for do; SearBville, Hart, Elizabethport
for Bangor; Julia Ann, Wilson, BangOr; Ida Hudson, Bishop, Rockland for Nerlolk; Fleetwing. Maddox, do for New York; Ella M Watts, Matthews,
Boston for Rockland.
BEVERLY—Ar 17th, schs Gamecock, Robinson,
Calais; J C Harraden, Strout, Millbridge.
Ar 18th. sobs M L Crockett, Gott, Orland; Mary
Fletcher. Raymond, Bangor.
Ar 20tb. sch Pearl, Robinson, Rockland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 23d, schs Victory, Hatch,
Hoboken for Damariscotta; Spartel, Hallo well. New

York for Lubec.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 22d, sch Watbman, Torrev, Calais.
PORTSMOUTH—Sld 22d inst. schs Paul Seatey,

Young, Baltimore; Levant, Hodgdon, Calais.

Below, sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, from New

York for Portland.

ELLSWORTH—Ar 15th, sch Estella, Marshall,

Portland.
Ar 16th, sch Frank

sld 22d

on

return.)

Heckett.
In Gardiner, Nov 11, Maj. Charles A. Spooner,
U. S. A., of Sexton ltiver, Yt„ and Miss Inez G.
Davis of Gardiner.
DEATHS

In this city, Nov, 23, Thomas J. Gardner, aged 44
years 3 mouths.
[Fnueral service Sunday afternoon at l1/- o’clock,
at No. 46 Hanover street.
In Falmouth, Nov. 22, Mrs. Abigail Swett, widow

Pierce, Grant, Portland, (and

.A. T

■■■■

ST.,

Raisins,

■■■■

California

Fruits,
Marmalade,
Roquefort Cheese,

Currants,

Citron,
Nuts,

Swiss

Washed

Cheese,

Ncufchatel

Figs,

Malaga Grapes,
Florida Oranges,

Edam

Fancy

Prunes,

Cheese,

Cheese,

Cream

ja|S||

VTjfll
W mm

V

WHEAT
pi

a

V Ifc si

9U

ble on demand. Explanitory circularB and statement ot fund W

sent free. We want responsible
agents, who will report on crops
and introduce the plan. Liberal
commissions paid. Address,
&
MKBFLEmmiNG
Conuuiixion
Merchants, Major

VI lift
lUy

w

RIliK,

Block, Chicago, 111.

dly

NUTTER, KIMBALL & CO,
have removed their

418

Fore

office to

Street,

Portland Boiling Mill* office, between foot od
-schange and Plum Ste.. where they will be plMued
to see th*r old customer* or any one .1m who
wishes to purcfecwo or sell eoop«r*ge ste*.. ■
noylO
dtf

over

Cheese,

Cheese,
Pine Apple Cheese,
French Vegetables,

Peaches for

Cream,
Preserves, Jellies, etc., Cider Jelly,
Mince

Meat,

Mushroons.

Sweet Corn Packed Whole Ears, Something New.

meeting
the Basin Mining and Milling Co. of TuscaT11Eofregular
will be held at the office of the Comannual

of the

pany, No. 03 Exchange St. Portland, Me. on the
fifth day of December, A. D. 1882, at two o’clock p.
m. for the election of officers and any other business
that may legally eome before the meeting.
CEO. M. BEIDERS, Secretary.

Portland, Nov. 18,1882.

at

Reoeption Hall

7Vfc o'clock, 24th inst.
hour preview.

BfftlftM

FRIDAY evening at
The Directors meet half am
next

Per

M, W,

order,

me*, flw*t»ry.

Pills are compounded of vegetable sub
stances only, and are absolutely free from calomel
or any other injurious ingredient.
A Sufferer from lleatlaclie writes:—
“Ayer’s Pills are invaluablo to me, and are my
constant companion. 1 have been a severe sufferer
from Headache, and vour Pills are the only thing I
could look to for relief.
One dose will quickly
move my bowels and free my head from
pain. They
are the most effective and the easiest
physic I have
ever found.
It is a pleasure to me to speak in
their praise, and I always do so when occasion
These

W. L. Pace, of W. L. Page & Bro.”
Franklin St., Richmond, Va., June 3.1882.
"I have used Ayer’s Pills in numberless instances as recommended by you, and have never
known them to fail to accomplish the desired result.
We constantly keep them on hand at our home, and
prize them as a pleasant, safe, and reliable family
medicine. FOB DYSPEPSIA they are invaluable.
Mexia, Texas, June 17, 1882. J, T. HAYES."
The Rev. Francis B. Harlowe, writing from
Atlanta, Ga., says: ‘‘For some years past ! have
been subject to constipation, from which, in spite of
the use of medicines of various kinds, I suffered increasing inconvenience, until some mouths ago I
began taking Ayer’s Pills. They have entirely
corrected the costive habit, and have vastly improved my general health.”

Rumford Falls & Bucfcfleld

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
and

Dr. J.C.

From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
p.m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Care on niglit train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland -and
Montreal.

12.35

city.

Frames.

nov22-eodlw

YARNS!

We make a specialty of Woolen, Worsted and Cotton Tarns, and offer complete lines of Scotch Iron—
supposed to be the best for service now in use. Also all
the leading color-, in Peckham—a fine strong yarn for
mittens, edgings, &c. Also Coventry, Porter, Savony,
Cashmere, Angolia and Rhode Island Yarns, in Indigo
Blue Mixed, light and dark, in 3 and 4 ply—excelent
for men and boys wear, and all the colors in best ball
Also Midnight and Columbia Germantown, and
[orse and Raley’s Cotton Ball Yarn in all numbers and
colors. All of which we offer *at Bottom Prices.

bad State of the Blood,
or a

or

low

Sarns.

is to
day of

give notice that on the fifteenth
November, A. D. 1882, a warrant in
was
issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
insolvency
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberthe
estate of said
land, against

THIS

JAMES E. ANGELL, of Portland,

County of Cumberland, adjudged to
insolvent debtor on
petition of said
which
debtor,
petition was filed on the fifteenth day
of November, A. D. 1882, to which date interest on
claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any.debts to or by said debtor and the transfer and delivery of any
property
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency
to be bolden at Probate Court Room in said Portland, on the fourth day of December, A. D. 1882, at
ten o’clock in the forenoon.
the

an

Given under my hand the date first above written,
GEO. W. PARKER,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insol-

Jounty

Panl, Salt Lake

MONDAY,

Crick, Sprains, Wrenches,
Rheumatism, jseuraigla,
Sciatica, Pleurisy Pains,
Stitch in the Side, Slow Clr-

SHARP

PAINS

uxooa, Aieart lAseuee, core muscies,
Pain In the Chest, and all pains and aches either local
>r deep-seated are Instantly relieved and speedily

filiation ox me

3ured by the well-known Hop Plaster, compounded,
w It is, of the medicinal virtues of fresh Hpps, Gums,
3aisams and Extracts. It is indeed the best palndlllng, stimulating, soothing and strengthening
Plaster ever made. Ask for the Hop Plaster at any
lrug store. Price 25 cents or five for f 1. Hop PlasGo., .proprietors,

HOP

PLASTER
MW&F&W

Swedish

Swedish

_

Lung

Botanic

Balsam

Compound,
-1

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH
PORTLANDS

229

Middle Street,

and 1

JZ___

MB

Telephone

Stocks.

charm

OFFER

organs.

testimonials of its wonderful cures. Write for
pamphlets and circulars—Sent Free.
r
F. W. A. Bergengren, M. D.,
Proprietor.
Lynn, Mass.
I consider Swedish Botanic Compound the hast
Blood Purifier and Spring Medicine in use.
W. B. WATSON, Lynn, Man.

m„ 6.15 p. m„ tll.16 p. m.; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
1.30 p. m., 6.16 p. m. and on Saturdays only
at 11.15 p. m. Rockland, and Hnox Sc
1.30 p.
Lincoln
R.
R., 7.00 a. m..
UMti

Aubutu

via

X®

p

so,

Lewialtn
p.

m.

p.
ft.

G. 1C

fll.15

m.,

Brnaawiek, 7.00

osas.

ria
m.j

a.m.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON

Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.15 p. m.; Hi.
John, 8.15 a. m., 8.30 p. m.; Honlton, 10.30
m.; 8t. Stephen. 10.46 a. m.: Bucksport,
6.00 a. m., 6. p. m,; Tanceboro, 1.35 a. m.,
7.15 a. nr. f7.45
1.30 p. m. Bangor,

Dexter. 7.00 a.m, 6.10 p. m. Belfast
m., 3.05 p. m.; Skowhegan, 8.20 a. m.,
3.16 p. m.: Waterrille, 9.15 a.m. 1.55., flO.OO
and
Mondays only at 5.15 a. m. Augusta,
m.;
p.
6.00 a.m 10.00 a. m., *2.46 p. m., fl0,6& p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 ft. m., 10.18 a.m., *3.07 p. m.,
HI.14 p. m. Bath, 6.56 a. m., 11.00 a. m.,
►4.00 p. m.,and (Saturdays only at 11.55 p. m.
11.30 ft.
*i.
7.25
Brunswick.
mM
m.,
*4.30 p. m., tl2.35 a. mM (night.) Bockland,
8.15 a. ra., 1.15 p. m., Lewiston, 7.20 ft. m.
11.10 a. m., *4. lop. m. 11.20pm. Phillips.6.56
a. m. Farmington. 8.20 a. m.;
Winthrop
10.13 a. m. being due in Portland as follows:
The morning trains from Augusta and Bath
The day
8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.
trains from Bangor, and all Intermediate stations
And connecting roads at 12.40 and 12..45 p.
Waterrille.
trains from
m.
The afternoon
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.40
train
at 1.50
p. m. The Night Pullman Express

S.m.
.30

a.

a. m.

t Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Bangor.
tRuns through to Bangor erery morning, and Showbegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast, Bucksport, or St
John Sunday morning
♦For Portland only.
Limited Tickets first and second class far
an sale at rednced
rates.

Se.John aud Halifax

PAYS0N TUCKER, Gen’l Supt.
F. E. BOOTHS Y, Gen’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
octl3dtf
Portland. Oct. 16,1882

Eastern JRailroad.
FALL ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing Sunday, October 15,1882.

SWEDISH

au!6

For

REMEDIES,

Sale by all Druggists, eod&wly

EMBROIDERIES
and

Designing.

from the

Royal

nolS

130

Con,*“*r»i«I>lr«et.

•rboro and Saco River.7.30 a. m., 1.03
p. m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. mu 11.16
a.m., and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.

For Gorham, Hacearappa. Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.30 a. m.,
1.03, e.ilO and (mixed)
*0.30 p. m.
m.

tialn from Portland eonneete at

Aye- June, with Boosac Tunnel Route for
t lcWest, and at Cnian Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,

ilDpringOeld, also with N. Y. Ac N. E. R.
G .(’’Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and the
the West.
Oloee connections made at Westbrook Junction with throngh trains of Me. Central R. K., and
at GrandTrnnk
Transfer, Portland, with throngh
train, of Grand Trunk R. R.
Throngh ticket, to all point. South and West, at
Depot offices and at I'oRum A Adams’ No. 33 ExStreet.
sbange
•
Does not

oodfbrd’s.
J. W. PETERS, Snpt.

stop at

je!7

TO LET

Train*
at.

Salem, Gloucester, Rookport,
Lynn, Cheisea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 1 p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
_Biddeford. Kennebunk, Wells, No. Berwick, So.
Berwick, Conway Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston,
Barriving at 6.10 p. m. connecting with Sound and
SlRall Lines for all Southern and Western points.

Pullman

School

of

trains leaving
On
9.00
a, m
Boston, at
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Pot Man
8.45 a. m., and 1 p. m. (Through Pullman Slee
ing Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. mand Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to nil point* West and
Mouth may be had of J, M. French, Ticket Seller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Seat* and
Berth* sold at Depot Ticket Oflice.
New, first-class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.

LUOIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
dtf
oclG

'■

|«2ir
Iij80

JEJXjM ST.

BROOKLYN. Capt. Williams.23d Nov.
TORONTO, Capt. Gibson.30th Nov.
DOMINION, Capt. Reid.14lh Dee.
SARNIA, Capt. Lindall.28th Dec.
BATES OF

Cabin, return.$90.00 Gold.
For passage, Ac., apply to DAVID TORRANCE,
A CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offices, foot of India street.

nolOdtmyl

General Ocean Steamer

PASSAGE TICKE1 OEFICE.
Passage

Tickets, Cabin,

LARGE

steamers.
Steerage $26 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
and Continental exchaage in
sums to suit.
Also agent Morris Europea rand
American Express for packages and freJgH. to all
of
the
Also agent tor the celebrated
parts
globe.
▲cidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to

Mierlingr

J. L.

FARMER, Agent,

*161. Portland, Me.
House is situated
eloee proximity tr the
landings of the Enr ean, New York and Hoeton Steamers and opposil the Grand Trunk Depot.
Easy connection with other parts of the city by
street ears. It is in first-class order throughout and
will be leased U responsible parties furnished or un-

THIS

reasonable rental. Inquire of
AUG. P. FULLER, Portland,

Ho.

TO LET.
stores occupied by Merrill & Keith,
CHAMBERS

The elegant new Iron steamers of 2200 tons each,
GATE CITF and CITF OF COLUMBUS, will sal
regularly every Thursday from Boston and Sarannah.
These steamers are considered the finest on the coast
For freight or passage apply to
W. H. RING, 18 T wharf, Boston, or A. DeW
SAMPSON, 201 Washington St., Boston.
eod3m
aug20

ov-

and A.

Eastport,

Me., Calais, Me., sc
Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

John, N. B.,

are in the centre of business, spacious, well
located and have all modern improvements.
In-

augbdtf

TO LET.
Post

Office

THREE TRIPSPER WEEK.
-mo

■

(JLTji

_

l&JMpraaBat

Store Nos. U7&119 Middle St
the

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

ELIAS THOMAS,

where

all the large
located, in dry
goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevatoe. Counters, Tables, Gas and "Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect rej air. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 164
Brackett St. where the keys may be found.
oct2
dtf
Wholesale Jobbing Houses
BELOtfT
of

are

goods, Fancy and other Classes

WANTS.
Wanted.
ROOMS for a physician, located
five minutes walk of post office. Ad-

within
FURNISHED
dress

"MEDICUS,*’ Daily Press Office.

ON AND AFTER MONDAY, SEPT, ISlh Ftenro
«•
of
ihi* uim* will

•«*SRB5ail Leave Railroad Wharf,
of State street, every
Monday, Wednea-

foot

Andrews,

Pembroke. Honiton, Woo-is took Grand
Monan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis. Yarmouth
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Amherst
Plotou,

Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhensle, Char
lottetowD Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and othei
stations on the New Brunswick and
Canada, Inter
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Ball Koads
and Stage Bontag.
received np to 4 p. m. and any Inf EF*Freigm
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Ballroad Wharf.
For Circulais, with Excursion Bonces, Tickets,
State Booms and farther information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.
T. C. HKBSZY, President, and Manager
naj25

d2

no23d3t

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO.

WANTED.

FOR

good Headiu>. Makers. Constant employment given. Apply to MARK P. EMERY,

SIX

head of Brown’s Whai
mill on the Aharf.

or

W

F,

HARMON, at the
oetl8d&w6w4 B

WANTED.
YOUNG or middle aged man as salesman, to
take a small interest in a manufacturing business. A splendid opportunity to become connected
with a substantial wholesale manufacturing Corporation, and receive a fair salary with cbance for promotion. Address
M. Care Letter Carrier 21

A

Boston.
no20d4t_
CANVASSERS WANTED.
Canvasers to sell the Eagle
/2J.OOD Energetic
VT
on installments.

Wringer

Men who

reference

ry to handle.

or

security

ean

Address

nov!5

can

give

have outside territo‘No. 36 Temple St.

Philadelphia.

Yslaada, New

Zealand and
Aaatralia.
Si3amers sail from New York on 10th, 20th an
3oth of each month,
carrying passengers for San
Francisco and all of the above ports.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly fo
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands.New Zealan

and Australia.
For Freight,

Passage,

information, apply
tern

to

or

Agents,

sailing lists and fn
address the General Ea
^

C. L. BABTLETT A CO.,
...
115 Slate Mireet.ee>. Ilroad Ml., Beuea.
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

Hook

Binder.

RENT WANTED.

WBI. A. QUINCY, Room It, l-riactr.
■ukaoge No. Ill Bickiufe Mtroei.

A medium sized Rent
in a
central
location.
Address
B. N.,” Press
Office.

Pattern and Model Maker.
Jr*. BABOUB, 33 Ur.«» HI., Forllaad,

EDUCATIONAL

dtf

Shaw, Hammond

to

He.

& Car-

Instruction in English
ical Studies.

dtf

Itch to

COLCORO,

143 Pearl Street.

Schiedam Aromatic
schnapps.
As

a

__dtf
IMPORTED

WINES &

LIQUORS

of all kiudn, In the

ORIGINAL

general bererage and necessary

PAChAGGS,

—SOB SALE

R. STANLEY &

regetable decomposition

HONEWNO. SOBE STREET, PORT.

as

or other causes,

Aromatic

Schnapps

A public

saltr of oror 30 years duration in erery
ection of

our

Schnapps,

country of Udolpho Wolfe's

its unsolicited endorsement by

the medieal

faculty and

a

sale uneqnaled

by any other alcoholic distillation hare
insured for it the reputation of
claimed for it.

FOB THE

is superior to erery

other alcoholic preparation.

For sale by all

salubrity
Dmggists

and Crocers.

SON, Importers,

LAND, HAINU
Also, General Managers for New England,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

CELEBRATED

Summit Mineral

Spring Water,

FROM UAKKINON, MAINE.
au«10
a

CATARRH. Elys’Cre„m Balm
Effectually

cleauies

WcrI^M
1 EMSttV
mSiBKS

heals the
Virussoarsi»completely
£ m sores and restores the
Mt sense of taste and

P***iAtpesaAC^wy

■D-f

/,?£9 jH

/

BRj

^-

18 BEAVER

STREET,

NEW YORK.

dlv

JERSEY MILK.

HJ? IK,

„»
r

■■

1

smellibeuefieial results
are

realised

by

a

few

application,.. a thorougli
reatment will
*"rr
atarrli, I lav
colds

Lne.|ualodfor

in

the

I Agreeable to

nse.

head.
Ap-

to buy ticket* (at any railroad
boat office In New England) via

or

staam

ROUTE.

FARE,

PUtaMpUaJ g^ft, •*;»$

NEW ENGLAND AGENOT,

Washington Street, B

““fess?&garS®fZ^;.7

___(Utwly**
And Medicated Cotton
Instant Eeliof for Toothache.
f
A few applications oI
Medicated Cotton, wet in

Obtunder, placed In an
aching tooth, will deaden the nerve and gtr€
relief. Obtunder, Medicated Cot*
permanent
ion and Instrument, all
complete,*for 25 eta.
For sale by all
I)rugglsts an<H)ealers In PateoS
Medicines, and by the Manufacturer,
O. P. Macalastek, I). D. S., Lynn, Mas*.
4.

with good .Jersey Milk every
included.
Extra Milk
Address

mhSOdt

hr—

correctlTe of water rendered impure by

when desired.

ill

Class*

an<i

private pupils by the subscribe!

J. W.

WOLFE’S

]ya
J?3

AND BERKS STS.

BROOK.

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich

_dty

.applied
FAMILIES
morning, Sunday,
Express Trains. Double Track Stone Balias furnished
rare

SAVANNAH

connecting at Savannah with all rail lines to points
in the South and South-West, and with rail and
steamer lines to all points In Florida.
Magnificent passenger accommodations. New

years:

or

AND

STEAMSHIPJDOMPANY.

L. Merry, hatter. These chambers have been occupied by Mr. Feraald, Merchant Tailor for many

quire of W. W. THOMAS,
Commercial St.

dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO

No. 236Va Middle St., 2d story,

er

Kxchaage Mired,

Steamers—Fastest time and lowest rates.

International

a

and

DIRECT LINE from BOSTON to SAVANNAH

and single rooms to let with board, in
Address 1814
first class neighborhood.
n»7dtf
PRESS OFFICE.
•

au22dtf

Cabin,

Second

Steerage, outward and prepaid, w ith choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard,
State, National, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,

BOSTON

Rooms To Uet.

good

PASSAGE.

Cabin.$50.00 Gold.

'*1 ■

Stations in Philadelphia
A’hiladelph.is Sc Reading: R. R.
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

New Pork and

vtj

"■

STATION IN NEW KORK

in KENSING-

E. FAIR WEATHER
8

BEX W l£EN

New York, Trenton &

SOUTH KENSINGTON.

M.

Clyd#.-*^

dtf

furnished at

LINE.

The steamers of this Line will
aMw
®run during the winter season
fortnightlyjbetween this port and
aiH&SBBESiMiii! iverpool. The vesaela are
full
built,
powered aud have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
tiokets are issued at reduced rates to loose desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool:

Na. 22

Sound Brook Route.

Be

TON EMBROIDERIES.

DOMINION

|f!p

AND THIRD

Art,

Parler Car*.

j

Philadelphia, at

mchl6

Booms To Let.
Pleasant Furnished Booms.
Enquire at 201 Oxford St.

Newburyport.

At 9.00 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 1.00 p
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at 5.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. in. (dally), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.

m.

5|*n

nol7 dtf

m.

p. in. (Sunday nights lip. m., and is attached to
this train for Boston.
At 8,45 a. m. for Capo Elisabeth. Scarboro, Saeo,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and Sonth
Berwick, Conway Junctien, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,

rK

/

France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain aud Italy at
rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $60, according to berth and

On Lincoln Street, Woodfords, a house
containing nine finished rooms, heated
by furnace. Rent, $20 per month. EnL. J. PERKINS,
quire of
489 Congress street.

leave Portland

Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special Sleeping Oar will be
at 6.30 a. m.
ready for occupancy in Portland station, at 9.00
A

At

Whaifage.

lowest

HOUSE TO LET.

The

an *

From Long Wharf. Boston, 8 p
From Pine 8 .reel Wharf
If a. m
Insurance one-hall the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
pausie Tea Dalian. llouoJ Trip 818
Meals and Boom lnelsded.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. 8AMPNON, Anal,
IO Rouse Wharf. Baataa
dealt
*

with Boston A Albany R. R. for

■outa and

oet27

BOUND

Sage Cheese Instruction given

SMITH, CAGE &CO.

1.03 p. m.
For Rochester, Hpringvale, Alfred, Wat-

BOV WANTED.

CREWELS
NEEDLEWORK.

50 Choice

_

oct27_

me.

eodly

200 Choice Plain Cheese

Ayer Jnnc.,
Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Bp*
plug at 7 .30 u. m. and 1.05 p. m.
Far Manchester, Concord and point. North, at

For Clinton,

From

[3A lady writes: “After years of severe suffering
from female complaints, nervousness and dyspepsia
your Swedish Botanic Compound has entirely curtd

RECEIVED TO-DAY.
National Bell of Maine, Boaton and
Northern, Bay State, Suburban, Granite State
(Manchester, N. If.), Union (Saratoga, Washington,
Also stock In the
and Warren Counties, N. T.),
reoent Long island NewJemey purchase.
dim W4lc46
nOTlfi

stipation.

AiAP*'

on xne aigesuve

cto CO.
Temple Street. Stamping

CHEESE. CHEESE.
Central Block, Lowell, Mass.,

Cures Con-

SWEDISH REMEDIES

public are invited to look in window No. 229 Middle etreet and eee a [sample of the finest line of Kb
Goads ever offered for sale in this city. The assonment consists in part of Wall Pockets
Cabinets, (Slipper Cases, Panels, Brackets, Clacks, etc. These goods were bought at extraordinlow
ai7
prices, and will be put upon the market much be-ow their real value. If you will
inside we
will show you that wo ©an undersell all competitors. Making as we do a speciality in the step
manufacture of
all our Painted Sets, we can give them to you at other manufacturers' cost
©ur saving of freight satprices,
isfying us as a profit. In otner goods, 6uch as Black Walnut and Ash Chamber Sets, and all knid of Parlor Suits, Hat Trees, Chairs, Tables, etc., we ask only an inspection and
comparison with other dealers'
stocks,being satisfied we can meet both the varied tastes and conditions of the pocket book. We make also a
speciality in the manufacture and making oyer of Mattresses, and general Re-upholstering and Renair*ng. Our own personal attention is given to this branch of the business, and all orders shall secure prompt
v
and immediate attention. Don’t fail to look us over even if you do not wish to
purchase.

SI8E

Pep8,nP.ns

strength e n s

When taken together according to directions,
have times and tiroes again cured consumption
Thousands of
in the first and second stages.

The

IX.

Swedish

fier. It purifies the blood

a

HOTEL,

all disof the

Lungs.

Blood Puri-

the system
and acts like

Novelties, Specialties & Standard Goods in the Furniture lino

E.

^Cures
eases

An Altera
tive Tonic &"

specialty,

m.

n->17&24

SWEDISH REMEDIES!

a

1

Augusta, Hallowell, Oardluer, Rich*
stond.asd Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 1.30 p.

Train* leave Beaten.

Fine Portraits

Oct. Itt,
will leave
at 7.30 u. ns.,
and
"
“^*1.03 p. at., arriving at Woroeeter
at 3.15 p, m. and 7.80 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Woroeeter, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.35 p. m. and 6.45 p.

ney, 171 Commercial St.

JAfiTER, HARRIS
fe HAWLEY, GexiT
Ag’ts, Boston, Mass.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Monday,
Pamenger Train,

The 1.05 p.

Wednesday

Leaves eaeli Port Every

Ho

On and after

run

tor
Portland
Ynnceboro, St.
Jobn, Halifax and tbe Provinces,
St.
St. Andrews,
Stephen, Fredericton,
Aroostook
C’onntv, all stations on B. Sc
Piscataquis B. B., and for Bangor,
Rncksport. Dexter, Belfast and Skowbegan, 1.25 p. in., 1.30 p. m., 111.16 p.m
Waterrille, 7.00 a. m. 1.25 p. m„ 1.30p. m
at 5.16 p.m.
til.15 p. m., and Saturdays

Direct Steamship Line.

Saturday

BKSiB|H_nWi»
l£2EP^rf!P«*laad

follows:

Leave

-ABC—

:

Arrangemeut of Trains.

Oct.

16tli, Passenger Trains will
as

Portland

>n

Fabyans.
Montreal, Ogdensburg. Hurting

HOTEL TO LEASE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Boston
PHILADELPHIA

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER H. R

City,

and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
oet23
W. J. SPICER. Superintendent.

On and after

O. A L

Portland and Worcester Line.

Francisco,

San

on

HO 17

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati, 8t. Louis, Omaha, SaginDenrer,

points

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, November 13, 1S82,nov!3dtf

INDIA ST.

of Cumberland.

jyi

ARTIST

ton, Ac.

Apply

;cr

BUTLER,

for sai 1

A. m.—from
p. u.- from

a.

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland.
State of Maine.
Nov 17, A. D. 1882.
In case of JAMES E. ANGELL, Insolvent Debtor.

venev

Trains arrive

10.50
10.00

-AND-

DEPOT AT FOOT OP

aw, 8t.

and all

Apply to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St., T
P. McGOWAN, 422 Congress St., or I.RVK 4k
ARDEN,;i6.State street, Boston. no23dtmyl

stations.

74'EXCHANGE STREET

Monmonth,
Phillip*
Farmington,
Winthrop, Keadfleld, West Waterrille
and North Anson. 1.25 p. m., and Farmiag-

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Fever and
4gue, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Kemittent
Fever, and all diseases originating

in
be

Burlington, Ogdensburg

CABIN, SSO 8TO and «SO.

C. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
3.00 P. M. From Fabyan’t and Intermediate

TICKET OFFICES

tti.:

a

1 MSA. Passenger
until further notice
8.S15 A. M.—For Fabyan’t. Li tleton, Lancaster,
and all points on B. C. M. R. R., St. Johnsbury,

follows:

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Aubnrn, 8.40 a. m.,
and
3.15
5.50 p. m.
12.35,
From Gorham, mixed, 9 40 a. m., 5.10 p. m.

Mass.

marl_eod&wl

In all the newest styles. Tnose wishing to have pictures framed for the holidays
had better give me their orders NOW and avoid the hurry and bustle of the holi-

A. B.

Intermediate $40, Steerage lowest rates

leave Portland

Trains

DEPARTURES:

druggist*.

accompanied by Debility
State of the System.

HELIOTYRES,
ARTOTYRES, &c.

TARNS!

On and after Monday, Nov. 13th,

ERG, N. Y.,

OGDENS

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.20 a. m., 1.15
and 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham, mixed, 7.40 a. m., and 4.00 p.m.
For Montreal, Quebec and Chicago 1.30
p. m.

1.25 p. m., 5.05
Brunswick 7.00

in

run as

■■
TO AND FROM
BOSTON AND PORTLAND,
uvckpool. queens nnvt,
<
CLMliOW, LBNUOiHOKKIIV

AND MONTREAL.

VT„

BERLINGTO

only

YER&CO., Lowell,
all

MONDAY. October 93d.

after

ON 1889, trains will

PREPARED BY

Cures

CO

season.

and

a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 7.10 a. m. and 1.67 p. m.
connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixlleld,
Porn, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
(ms HAYFORD. Snpt.
octl4dtf
Portland, Oct. 16, 1882

dm

EHOTO OR A VERES,

day

Portland

for

Leave Canfbn

4.15 and 9.30 a. m.
-:jHg*?a|Lewiston,
at 7.30
Leave Portland for

I_E-

CHOICE B R I C-A-B RAC

Bronze

reaimm™;

..sail

ALLAN LINE

nail RARWAV.
uertieiprepaid
panmark
CATEN for friends and relatives from the Olit
Country to any railroad nation or steamboat landing In the United States. The only line taking passengers dlrec from Dal way.
The steamers are unsurpassed for safety and speed
and are fitted ud with ; all improvements conducive
to the comfort of passengers.

—TO—

___

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macblas, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trank Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at IIaims
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.

ton

CHRISTMAS.

Heavy Gold and

at

Portland For Boston and Way stations at
1.00 p. m. Boston For Portland at 6.00 p. m.

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills correct irregularities
of the bowels, stimulate the appetite and
digestion,
and by their prompt and thorough action
give tone
and vigor to the whole physical
economy.

GRES^ STREET,

me finest and largest assortment ever shown in the

advance

Canton,

sion.

H. G. HEWES,
593 CON

ETCHINGS,

secured

SUNDAY TRAINS.

4

ENGRAVINGS.

Seats

(fgn-lhe

eodtilljayG

nov20dtill dec6

Citizen's Mutual Relief Society.
stated meeting for November will be held

THE

trains.

in

1.00 p. m„ train from Portland connects with Sound Line Steamers for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m„ train with all Bail Lines for New York
and the South and West.

COR. EXCHANGE & FEDERAL STS.

Stockholders

Nevada,

through

C

i A large proportion of the diseases which cause
! human suffering result from derangement of the
j stomach, bowels, and liver. Ayer’s Cathartic
Pills act directly upon these organs, and are especially designed to cure the diseases caused by their
1 derangement, Including Constipation, Indiges
tion, Dyspepsia, Hendaehe, Dysentery, and
a host of other ailments, for all of which
they are a
safe, sure, prompt, and pleasant remedy. 1 he ex! tensive use of these Pills by eminent physicians in
regular practice, shows unmistakably the estimation in which they are held by the medical profes-

Sold by

noy22

LOW-

Depot Tickot Office.

8ePl8_MW&F&wlw

NOTICE.
rora.

Ready Made Clothing,

offers.

Brie

Prunells,

ANDOVER AND

ELL at 8.45 a. m„ 1.00 and 3.30 p, m. FOR
NEW MARKET at 8.45 a. m. 3.30 p. m.
FOB ROCHESTER and FA KM I NOTON,
N. H.. 8.46a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR
ALTON BAY at 8.45 a. in., 3.30 p. m.
FOR
MANCHESTER AND CONCORD N. H.,
(via Lawrence) at 8.45 a, m. (via New Market
Jet.) at 3,30 p. m. MORNING TRAIN
LEAVES KENNE BUNK FOR'PORTLAND at 7.25.
1.00 p. m. train from Portland
Note-The
will not Btop at Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, Old
Oichard Beach or Welle except to Take
Piiaaeagrre For Boetoa. Parlor Carson all

Stage

»0»iB CAPITAL.
Those desiring to make money
small and medium investments
in
grain, provisions and stock
speculitions, can do so by operatine on our plan. From May 1 st,
1881, to the present date, on investments of $10.00 to $1000, cash
profits have been realized and
paid to investors amounting to
several times the original investment, still leaving tt»e original investment, making money or paya-

and OLD
REACH, PINE
POINT,
ORCHARD
a.
in..
8,45
BEACH,
m.
3.30 and 5.40
(See note.) FOR
p.
RI DDE FORD AND KENNESACO,
BUNK at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.30 and 5.40 p. m.
FOR WELLS at 8.46 a. m.,3.30 p. m. (See
note.) FOR NORTH BERWICK, SALORE AT
MON
FALLS,
FALLS,
DOVER,
HAVERHILL,
EXETER,

J. T.FURBER, Gen. Snpt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
oct!3dtf

PORTLAND.

■

INCREASE
on

25.00

COMPANY,

SDOwman, Philadelphia.
Ar at Port Antonio 10th inst, sch Chas H Ke'ley,
Chase, Providence.
Ar at Curacoa Oct 29, schs Fred Smith, Brown,
Bangor, (and sld Nov 5 for St Domingo); 8th inst,
Clara May, Saunders. Bangor.

y

20.00

6.00 to

-

WILSON & CO’S.

Boston.
At barbadoes 9th inst, barque Hannah McLoon,
Keen, for Turks Island.
Sld fm Port Spain 1st inst, sch Anna W Barker,

CJfH
|

38.00

NEW GOODS JUST RECEIVED AYER’S PILLS!

FOREIGN FORTH.
Calcutta—Sld fm Saugor Oct 17. ship L L Sturgis.
Linnekin, for New York.
Chartered—barque Naversink, to load for Boston.
Ar at Rio Janeiro 11th inst, brig Mary E Leighton, Burt, New York.
Sld fm Demarara Oct 28, brig Woodbury, Brown,

_.VIARRIAREN.
In Scarboro, Nov. 22, by Kev. G. W, Jones, Fred
M. Newcomb ami Miss Mary L, IJbby, both of Scarboro.
In Bath, Ni v. 21, J. Albert Barnes and Mies Ella

470 CONGRESS

oe4

wary Augusta, uoit,

PROVIDENCE—Ar 22d. schs Moses Eddy. Simontou, Perth Amboy; Star, Bray, Elizabethport; V R
Gates, Warnock, Calais.
BRISTOL—Ar 22d, sch Lucy Buker, Allen, Bangor for Providence.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 21st, schs Reno, from
Hoboken for Boston; King Phillip, New York for
Lubec; Helen Thompson, Stevens, Thomastonfor
do; Sea Breeze, Bangor for New Haven.
Sld 21st, schs Minnesota, L B Me Nichols. Vashti
R Gates, Australia, Fred C Holden, Ringleader, Telegraph, Sami Hart, Henry, Gen Howard, Emeline G
Sawyer. J C Nash, J Whitehouse, E M Sawyer.
BOSTON— Ar 22d, ship S F Hersey, Waterhouse,
Iloilo June 18, schs Bertha J Fellows. Clark, Hillsboro for Newark; Victory, Milliken, Elizabethport;
Geo D Perry, Flynn, Port Johnson; Ernest T Lee,
Blatehford, and Fannie Butler, Warren, Hoboken;
E Arcuiarlus, Snow, and Laconia, Crockett, Rondout; Fannie & Edith,Warren, Poughkeepsie; John
Tyler, Sprague, and Moro, Peabody, Calais; Came
Cock, Nutter, Calais; Oriental. Wilson, Millbridge;
Exchange, Buckmaster. Deer Isle; Pony, Pinkham,
Steuben; Advance. Waldron, Bangor; J P Wallace,
Bryant. Bristol; Susan Stetson, Frisbee, and Matilda, Chase. Wiscasset; Coquette, Orne, Wiscasset;
Magnum Bonum, Marshall, andM L Varney,Weeks,

7.00

-10,00 to

in Fine Custom and

dealers

-30.00

to

p. Hi., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 6.00, and 8.00
m.
PORT!.AND FOR SCARBORO
p.

LAWRENCE,

$2500

to

2.00 to
5.00 to

-

-

<fc

PAH«IBNGEBTRAltl8 WILL LEAVE
PORTLAND far BOSTON
1.00 and 3.30 p. m.,
arriving at Boston at 1.16, 6.10
--“—and 8.0) p. m. BOSTON FOR
PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m., 12.30 and 3.80

___

Calais.

STOflTTS

It never fails and that is what I
some others I have used.”

ALLEN

CHARLESTON—Cld 22d, sch Dione, Paterson,

Waldoboro.
PORT ROYAL,

-

Ulsters,
Gentlemen’s Ulsterettes,

Portland.

ball, Dix, Boston.

Clothing,

-

Gentlemen’s

Brunswick.

BRUNSWICK—Cld 17th, ich Willie L Newton,
Pendleton. New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 19th, steamer Lykus, Shotten,

etc.

A Portland lady said:

Overcoats,

MOBILE—Ar 22d, brig Sarah Gilmore, Griffin,
Galveston.
SATILLA RIVER—Ar 16th, Bch L T Whtymore,

Bath.

As

Gentlemen’s

WINTER ARBANGBIENT,

]*a..«egaH«§]at 8.46 a. m.,

-

Pantaloons,

Railroad, Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.

___

Up

Gentlemen’s

Ship S F Horsey, Waterhouse, at Boston from
Iloilo, reports-Crossed the equater Oct 13th, Ion
42 41; experienced strong westerly gales and heavy
seas for 10 days off Cape of Good Hope, during
which split sails and damaged water tanks; was 10
days north of Hatteras with strong N and NE gales.

Wit ana Wisdom.

re.

ship of

similar in construction to the one
recently launched, will be built in the Moses yard,
Bath, the coming winter.
The four-masted schr in the yard of B W Sc H F
Morse, Bath, is to be launched the last of this
month. She measures 1.200 tons, and will be provided with hoisting engine, patent windlass, and
capRtan, &c.
The three-masted schr in Mr Haggctt’s yard.Damariscotta, is nearly ready to launch. She will
measure about 400 tons, is owned mostly at Damariscotta, and is to be commanded by Capt Bennet
formerly of schr Telumah.

WASHING*1531 BLEACHING

wh

Sc

STEAMERS.

On and after Monday, Oct. 16, 1882,

■ ■ ■

Suits, $8.00
17.00
Suits,

Cleared.

Fox.

C* <lTT*

RAILROADS.

FAIL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Rarely excelled, may be found at our commodious Sew
Store in Market Square. Our stock is lar^e, varied,
and manufactured under our own personal supervision, presents to the purchaser an attractive line of

Arrived.
Steamer New Brunswick, Coiby, Yarmouth, NS,
?ith mdse to H P C Hersey.
Sch Helen M McLeod, Coggswell, Boston.
Sch Gracie C Young, Bibber, Cape Shore, with
81,000 lbs fish. Carried away head of foremast
when off Monhegan.
Sch Satilla, Skolfield, Bath, (to goon the railway.)

■

Made

Finely

PORTLAND.

PORT OF

Boston & Maine

AN EXHIBITION

5^* The funeral service of the late Fannie D.
Band will take place on Saturday afternoon at 2Vfe
o’clock, at her late residence, No. 163 Cumberland street. Burial at convenience of the family.
MINIATURE ALMANAO.... NOVEMBER 24.
Sin rues.7.0£ I High water, (A v>,.10.29
San sets.4.2t I Moon riaea.
0.00

RAILROADS.

ston.
H. P. BALDWING*n. Pass. Agent O.B.B.o

JV. H. SOULE, Woodford’s.

aug24_dtf
WI1M3

■
^auaries, £*0.30and £3; St!
Canaries, bell and flute notes £4 £3.
Campanini Canaries, trained whistlers, foug Sill
and water bubble notes, £•» and £ IO. A
Of talking Parrots,
Cardinals, GolSflnchee’
gety
Bullttnsbee, Linnets, *«. Birds safe by exDiW
Andreas berg

&rds,
food, care, diseases
»
Mold*-,
H.vrd^
£•
square, Button, Jins*.
Pri*^«uHoli»n’sNew Boek
pp., £0 illustrations all about

on

o«ta?<WtwSm

•ep«

I>r. F. If.

dAwSn

KEftlSOft
baa opened an
Portland
and
found at

ofllca la
can
b*

27C Middle St.
Edwanl’s
Hardware

and Walkstore from

® *° Wot. ATth.

M

—

